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Abstract

A Laser Surveillance System (LASSY) as a new safeguards device has been

developed under the IAEA research contract Ho. 3458/RB at the Atominstitut

Wien using earlier results by S. Fiarman. This system is designed to act as a

sheet of light covering spent fuel assemblies in spent fuel storage pools.

When movement of assemblies takes place, LASSY detects and locates the

position of the movement in the pool and when interrogated, presents a list of

pool positions and times of movement to the safeguards inspector. A complete

prototype system was developed and built. Full scale tests showed the

principal working capabilities of a LASSY underwater.
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I. IHTRODUCTIOM

There are currently about 10,000 significant quantities of plutonium

residing in 174 safeguarded LWR and CANDU power reactor Spent Fuel Storage

Pools (SFSP) around the world. Furthermore, there are IS large research

reactor (> 25MWt) pools and several Away From Reactor (AFR) pools in use and a

growing number of AFRs under construction to house the fast growing number of

spent fuel assemblies. The mainstay of Agency safeguards at these pools is

camera surveillance, either film or TV. Typically, the inspector makes 4

visits per year to each reactor, one of which is during refuelling. Between

inspections, the cameras are taking frames spaced 5 - 15 minutes apart and one

of the duties of the inspector is to review the ~ 7,000 frames per

three-nnnth period and correlate what he sees with the facility's records

checking especially for cask movement. There are several inherent and generic

problems with such a camera system, i.e.

the inability of the inspector to determine, from a review of the frames,

the number of assemblies loaded into casks for shipment away from the SFSP

the necessity for adequate facility lighting

- the time and difficulty, not to mention the tedium, of reviewing the

frames and trying to decipher the fast-paced action one often sees.

Coupled to these inherent problems, there have been a disturbing number

of system failures, some mechanical and some attributed to human errors,

particularly with the more complicated TV systems. However, the three inherent

problems alone would warrant the development of an alternative system.

The Laser Surveillance System (LASSY) described in this report

circumvents all three of these problems while providing additional, important

safeguards information to the inspector.
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIOM

The LASSY is a novel safeguard system developed under the IAEA research

contract No. 3458/RB at the Atominstitut Wien using earlier results by

S. Fiarman. This system is designed to act as a sheet of light covering the

spent fuel assemblies in a spent fuel storage pool (SFSP). When movement of

assemblies takes place, the LASSY detects and locates the position of the

movement in the pool and when interrogated, presents a list of pool positions

and times of movements to the safeguards inspector.

The sheet of light just above the assemblies is constituted by two

scanning beams of blue light (Fig. 1).

scanning

"eye"

Figure 1: Laser surveillance system at a spent fuel storage pool,

seen from above
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A He-Cd laser and a set of electronics including a small computer,

lock-in amplifiers, a chopper, control-cards for stepping motors, and A/D

converter plus power supplies are connected to the optical emitter-detector

assemblies (eyes) some 8 meters beneath the surface of the SFSP via flexible

PVC-hoses containing electrical cables and an optical fiber to transmit the

laser power (Fig. 3). The eyes are mounted at two adjacent corners of the

pool. One eye houses an emitter part, detector optics and a scanning

Mechanism (Fig.2). The emitter part of an eye collimates the light (wave

length 442 or 488 nm He-Cd or Ar-ion, respectively) out of the fiber into a

beam. The emitted power at present is about 1 mW.

With no assembly movement the reflected light from the walls of the pool

is focussed by the collecting mirror at the rear of the eye and detected by a

photo-diode.

The scanning mechanism with the stepping motor provides 90 turning of

*n eye thus scanning the whole pool.

As an assembly or cask is lifted or lowered through the plane of the

scanning beams the reflected light at the corresponding assembly positions is

changed and this change is recognized, processed and recorded by the computer

locating the source of the change in signal. Two eyes are needed to

triangulate onto the assembly location.
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COLLECTING MIRROR
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gJR- V' Schematic design of the "eye"



HeCd-Laser (Liconix 4207)
Light Chopper (Isomet acousto-optic modulator)
EDOA Emitter-detector optical assembly ("eye")
SM Stepping Motor (Slo-Syn M062FD09)
APO Avalanche photodiode (RCA C30919E)
LA Precision Lock-in Amplifier (EG & G Brookdeal 9503-SC)
PS Power Supply (RCA PF10419)
MP Multiprogrammer (HP-6940B)
SC High speed scanner card (69336B)
A/D High speed A/D-converter (69422A)
MC Stepping motor control card (69335A)
PP Power supply programming card (69520A)
Controller HP-85B

Figure 3 :
Principle setup of LASSY
(only one eye shown)
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The blue-green region of transparency in (distilled) water (Fig. 4)

strongly influences the wave length of the laser to ba chosen. A

HeCd-laser (442 nm) has been used for the experiments so far*.

The attenuation length versus wavelength is shown in Fig. S.

Although in reactor pools and SFSP the water normally is very clear

following conductivity standards, it should be mentioned that there is

not necessarily a direct relation between transparency and low

conductivity. Typical conductivities of LWR pools are 0.1 - 5 u S

whereas tap water has a conductivity around 350 y s. LASSï was tested in

conductivity 3. 0.75 y S, 30 m attenuation length (20 w tube)

conductivity 3. 3 u S, 5 m attenuation length (Ispra)

conductivity 3. 300 y, 16 m attenuation length (shallow pool)

In the earlier experiments, before and inclusive of the field test

at Ispra in June 1984, where a setup with only one eye had been used, the

laser beam was chopped mechanically at a frequency of about 3 kHz which

was the maximum rate obtainable. For two eyes mechanical chopping would

require to split the beam yielding only half the intensity in the emitted

beams. To avoid this, an acousto-optic modulator has been installed. In

this device the refractive index of a crystal is changed periodically

separating the laser beam in two paths - switching between the two fibers

leading to the eyes. This also avoids moving parts and allows for a

higher chopping frequency (5 kHz) which results in lower noise.

In the future, experiments will be performed with an Ar + + -laser
(488 nm). For the use of a LASSY in smaller pools solid state lasers
(~ 700 nm) being built directly into the eye might better serve as
the source of the emitted light.
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3. Emitter-detector Optical Assembly ("eye")

Special care has been taken on the proper design of the

emitter-detector optical assembly, the so-called eye. Figure 6 shows the

principle layout used in the last versions of the eye, as a result of

calculations and preliminary experiments. This design matches various

requirements which are imposed on this key part of the laser surveillance

system by both physical facts concerning optics in water and aspects of

safeguards:

fiber from the laser

collecting mirror
Y

detector or liquid light guide
to an external detector

Figure 6: Principle design of the eye (not to scale)
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1) The eye has to house both emitter and detector part in one unit

to allow for a simple scanning mechanism with exact coincidence of

the visual angles of emitter and detector. Furthermore, it is easy

to position all parts under water. The concentric arrangement of

emitter and detector optics assures the following: There is only

one surface facing the surrounding water normal to the symmetry axis

so that refraction problems do not occur and the focusing is

independent of the visual direction of the eye.

ii) Every manipulation of the light beam between emission and

detection can be seen because the detector optics is surrounding the

emitter. This makes diversion scenarios akin to "before-the-lens

tempering" for cameras considerably more difficult.

iii) The geometrical arrangement of the emitter part is concentric

with the collecting mirror, the emitter is optically shielding the

first meters of the emitted light beam (near region). No light

reflected from the first few meters can enter the photo diode. By

this the detection of most of the stray light (Rayleigh scattering

of the laser beam by the water molecules) is avoided, which would

otherwise contribute an immense high background (see Fig. 7).

This basic feature of blocking most of the Rayleigh scattering

is expressed by the so called geometry function (one-dimensional for

the symmetry axis z). This function describes the intensity of

light detected by the diode from the reflection of the emitted beam

of a fully reflective surface a distance z from the emitter.

16(z+b)
e tz - *r + b]

_, . df,e lz - 571
16z
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b, d, f, r ... geometric parameters
6 step function
a (collecting mirror diameter) = 102 mm
b ("eye" length) = 155 mm
d (diameter of the emitter part) = 36 mm
f (focal length of the mirror) = 108 mm
r (radius of the circular detector:) photo diode r = 0.4 mm
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One can distinguish three regions of this function (see Fig.8a):

' a) near region: g(z) = 0

All rays passing the emitter shield miss the collecting mirror

and hence the detector. In this range the system is detecting the

shadow on the pool side, i.e. the lack of signal from the pool wall

caused by an interrupting assembly, and not the reflections at the

surface of the assembly.

b) intermediate section: g(z)
16z

diode-
collection-
term

emitter-
blocking

In this region more and more of the reflected light reaches the

diode until all of the image of the spot fits into the boundaries of

the sensitive area on the diode. This distance corresponds to the

maximum of g(z). To shift this maximum further away from the eye in

order to flatten g(z) out one can focus beyond infinity.

c) region of decrease: g(z) =
16<z+b)* 16s

l/r2-term emitter-blocking

The function decreases with about the inverse square of distance.
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Figure 7:

• W a y " " i n t e n s i ty'

of the stray light if

there was no optical

shielding of the emitter

in the near region. In

3 meters' distance

scattered intensity

entering the eye is down

to .13% of the value

just in front of the eye.

In air g(z) is proportional to the (absolute) sensitivity of

the eye for signals generated at a distance z in front of the eye.

So it also can be measured directly (Fig. 8b, 10).

Figure 9 illustrates the sensitive regions of a

three-dimensional geometry function (g(x,y,z)) in air (vertical cross

sections and a horizontal one, where the asymmetry is caused by the

photo diode, shielding partly the collecting mirror). These

measurements were made by moving a point source of chopped light

across the sensitive volume; see also photographs in the appendix.

In water the function has to be modified regarding the

different refraction index of H.o which causes a shift of the

maximum to higher distances. Therefore, the sensitivity of the eye

in water is proportional to the product of a modified geometry

function gH„0 and the attenuation function
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g <*>
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A comparison of g(z) and g*(z) is shown in Figure 10.

The detected (absolute) signal intensity P. as well as the

detected Rayleigh-scattered intensity P depend on this g(z)*s

under the following assumptions

- uniform scattering

- no multiple scattering

- one-dimensional laser beam, being positioned on the symmetry

axis z of the eye, i.e. neglecting beam diameter and beam

divergence.

The

Pi
Ps

tf .

6 .
R .

ratio is

2*(z> e~ 2 ß z R

• 2 ß z # dz'

.. scattering factor

.. attenuation coefficient

.. reflection coefficient
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a)
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b)
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Figure 8 : Geometry function g(z) ; a) calculated, b) measured

(arbitrary units) \
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a)

- 16 - vertical cut

Z.- 5 m

A \
1 cm

b)

vertical cut

2 = 10 m

-1 cm'

c)

horizontal cut

Z « 5 m

. . 1 cm

Figure 9: Cross sections of the sensitive volume



Figure 1: Laser surveillance system at a spent fuel storage pool,

seen from above
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100
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g*(z)

in very clear water

(tube at Atominstitut)

Figure 10
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At Ispra, where B = 0.2/m, this ratio for the dull grey lining

of the pool in 16 meters' distance was about 1 (reflected and

scattered intensities both ~ 0.2 yV). In pools with better

transparency the signal caused by Rayleigh-scattered light can be

neglected (shallow pool ß = 0.07, signal from 18 m distant wall in

the order of 20 yV).

4. Optical Fiber

For the light transmission from the laser to the eye an ITT fiber,

type T-1224, fused silica, core 0 50 y, gradient index has been

chosen. 50 y is the best fitting, commercially available core

diameter. It is large enough compared with the achievable focus

d . = 2.44 X — = 12.7 ymmin

X wave length (442 run)

d. .... diameter of the unfocused beam <1.1 mm)

f focal length of the lens (13 mm)

d . ... minimal diameter of the focusmin

Stability problems (e.g. misfocusing caused by long-time drift of

the laser beam) did not arise.

On the other hand, it guarantees a spot size of the projected laser

beam smaller than 10 cm diameter in a distance of 20 m.

Theoretical limit (without regarding lens aberrations):

d ... core diameter of the fiber (50 ym)
c

1 .... image distance (20 m)

f .... focal length of the lens (19 mm)

d ... diameter of the projected laser beam



Schematic design of the "eye"
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For this special fiber type data about transmission losses due to

irradiation do not exist, but one can expect the irradiation effects to

be tolerable in the case that there is no spent fuel element right next

to the optics. Fibers can usually stand 10 R before transmission

decreases substantially. Furthermore, shielding of the diode and the

fiber can be easily included in the design of the eye.

5. Electronics and Computer

The data processing is done by a BASIC programmed HP-8S computer

together with a multiprogramer HP-6940B. This enables automatic

surveillance. The software presently used is described in a supplement

to this report. For the evaluation of the data, presently 12 parameters

(e.g. contrast factor, resolution factor) can be set so as to get the

best compromise between a high sensitivity and a very low false-alarm

rate of the system.

The multiprogramer is an interface between the computer and the

photo diodes, the lock-in amplifiers, the scanning mechanism and power

supplies which facilitates flexible handling and changes in the system

design. . It was especially helpful when we extended the one-eye prototype

to a fully working system with 2 eyes. But the price paid for this

advantage is a slow scanning speed. Both the computer and multiprograiaer

impose relative high time limitations for each step (~ O.S s). This

will be improved in the next version of the system by using the more

powerful HP-9826A computer interfaced directly with the other system

devices.

For amplification of the output of the photo diode preamplifiers two

precision lock-in amplifiers, EG & G Brookdeal 9S03-SC, are used. The

noise of the lock-ins is typical 8 nV rms/Hz, the noise band width is

given by

where T is the selectable time constant of an internal low pass filter

(integration time). The results have been in good accordance with the

data given in the manual (Fig. 11). Measured values for shortening the

input with a shielded metal resistor 10 kft:
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noise (shorted input)

ff.<n)

8nV rms//Hz typical
referred to input

Y>Hf 100W UHi «»Ml WOkMi

2.3.4 common mode rejection
level

2.3.5 maximum non-coherent input
voltage (for fullscale
output)

using filters

broadband

2.3.6 FILTERS (standard)

HIGH PASS
LOW PASS
roll-off

120dB typical
3V p-p max

700,000x fullscals
or 2V p-p
3000x fullscale or
2V p-p

MIN, 30Hz, 1kHz
MAX, 30kHz, 1kHz
6dB/oct'ave

fig. 11: noise of lock-in
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for T = 10 ros: A = 25 Hz

•Af = 5 /Hz

88 nV rms for f = 1005 Hz (chopping frequency), without input

filters, high stability mode (hi stab)

b) for T = 100 ms: Af = 2.5 Hz

•A, 1.6 /Hz

25 nV rms (hi stab, output smoothing fast)

The conversion of the analog outputs is done on one A/O card housed

in the multiprogramer.

The photo diodes themselves are RCA C30919E avalanche photo diodes

with on-chip preamplifiers. The high voltage (HV) is supplied by a

programmable power supply card and a self-built interface card with DC/DC

transformer, both being inside the multiprogramer. So the HV is

controlled by the computer and automatical reactions on anomalies in the

environment of the photodiodes are possible (e.g. shut-down-of the HV in

order to protect the diodes). The bost fitting HV for normal operation

is about 375 V (see Fig. 12, signal and signal/noise as a function of HV).

The preamplifiers are operated at + 6 V (range + S.5 V to + 12.5 V),

thus yielding less output spectral noise, whereas the (coincident)

reduction in band width does not matter in this application. This

voltage is supplied by the lock-in amplifiers (output + 15 V) in

connection with two power regulator circuits.

The data sheet states a typical output spectral noise voltage

density of 20 nV//Hz (maximal 40 nV/VHz). For T=10 ms this is 100 nV

(maximal 200 nV).

Measured values (blocked diode are shown in Fig. 13, where they are

compared to the noise of the lock-in amplifier only (shortened by a 10

kQ resistor).



respectively). Over one attenuation length light

intensity decreases by a factor of e.
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Figure 12: Signal and signal/noise as a function of the HV on

the diode

a) 10 signal

dots: noise (p-p)

T = 10 ms

no output smoothening

hi stab . .

17 pW

200 300 4 00 500 HV IV]

Light level set to about the level we now obtain in the shallow

pool from an assembly at the largest possible distance of 17 meters.

b) 50

40

30

20

10

signal/noige (rms)

200 300 400 500 »V [V]

The maximum could be improved to about 90 due to better laser

adjustment, new chopper, more stable setup; noise p-p is about

7 times higher than noise rms.
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6. Further Aspects on Moi se and Disturbances

Figure 14 (noise as a function of signal) shows clearly that only

for signals smaller than about 20 |iV contrast limitation is given by

the electronic noise of the photodiodes and the amplifiers. For larger

signals the optical noise (1% - 2% according to the manuals of the used

laser) is dominating. This contribution to noise could be eliminated by

normalizing on the light leaving the emitter. But not only the light

source, also the light transport has to be considered. By moving the

fiber the modes of transmission may be changed, this altering the image

of the projected beam (see also appendix). So the reflected signal is

modified, especially at highly structured backgrounds (i.e. high

differences of reflectivity within the beam spot). At worst, the noise

can increase up to 3% (Fig. 15, results for black-white background). The

worst cases of disturbances in the water are shown in Figures 15, 16 and

17. Figure 16 shows the influence of local heated water, causing a

refraction index gradient. An effect could only be measured when the

heater was nearer to the beam than 1 cm, maximum effect was reached by

the experimental setup of Fig. 16c. Temperature gradients expected in

SFSP would give no significant change of signals. Figure 17 shows the

breakdown of signal when a large air bubble is passing the beam (distance

from the eye 11 m ) .

7. Scanning Mechanism

The scanning is done by two stepping motors, SLO-SYN MO62F DO

supplied by PSF 024 and controlled via stepper cards in the

multiprogramer. They are the only moving parts of the system and totally

integrated in the eyes (Fig. 18). Using a gear 46/1, the step angle is

1.17*. This corresponds to a minimum scanning distance or 6.8 mm at a

distance of 20 m.
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noise (rms)
[UV]

blocked hJiode

360 • 380

HV [V]

10 kß-resistor

Figure 13: Comparison of the noise of the photo diode with

on-chip preamplifier (left side) and the lock-in

amplifier (right side)
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Figure 14
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Increase in noise by steadily moving fiber while emitter pointing

at black/white background.
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Figure 16a:

Influence of a very strong temperature gradient.
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300 400 500 600

refraction index of water

Figure 16b

experimental setup used for

measurement above

Figure 16c
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• • *

: ' V
: .: >

i i i i i

I

t [s]

Figure 17:

Breakdown of signal when large air bubbles (0 = 2-4 cm) pass the

beam.
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.Figure 18: Design of the latest generation eye
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III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The first half of the contract period (October 1983 - June 1984) had been

used for developing and testing a one-eye system. These tests gave much

information on the working of a fully operating two-eye system (sensitivity,

range, stability and reproducibility, contrast and resolution, scanning, parts

of the software). The performance of this one-eye system has been tested

partly in a water tube at the Atominstitut, 20 m long (Fig. 19), and partly at

the spent fuel pool of the Joint Research Center at Ispra.

1. Background Measurements

The reference values for various different background naterials at a

distance of 20 m had been measured in a tube filled with distilled water

from the Zwentendorf nuclear power station and are shown in Fig. 20.

.Even in the worst cases, i.e. black background or shiny background

reflecting the incident beam far away from the eye, this value is about

two orders of magnitude larger than electronic noise. The values for a

real pool wall have been recorded first time at Ispra (see Fig. 25). In

general, SFSP are lined with stainless steel and are not very shiny.

2. Measurements with a Mock-up Fuel Assembly

Scans over a mock-up fuel assembly ( Figs 21, 22) in water with

various backgrounds have been performed and recorded at the

Atominstitut. They are limited to a few steps because of the water tube

(0 s A0 cm). The mock-up has been positioned at various distances: 5.5,

11.5, 15.5 and 20 m. Either a single rod or a BWR-assembly has been

used. Each scan covers 18 steps, 1 step = 0.18* = 10.8* = 3.14 mrad

(i.e. 6.28 cm in a distance of 20 m ) . The background is white styrofoam

at 20.1 m.



Figure 8: Geometry function g(z); a) calculated, b) measured

(arbitrary units) \
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\

scans over single rod

Figure 21



f .... focal length of the lens (19 mm)

d ... diameter of the projected laser beam
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where T is the selectable time constant or an « u r n u w > t"»=» "--"

(integration time). The results have been in good accordance with the

data given in the manual (Fig. 11). Measured values for shortening the

input with a shielded metal resistor 10 kO:
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Furthermore, the signal caused by an assembly and a single rod,

respectively, has been measured as a function of distance between eye and

fuel (Fig. 23). For an assembly this function defined as a(z) remains

quite constant and shows only little dependence on the background, which

has been established at 20 m (index b and w refer to black and white

background, respectively). This is because the assembly is larger than

the size of the projected laser beam for distances up to 20 m. Only fron

16 m onwards aw is rising a little bit because of the white background

which contributes somewhat in this region, whereas a is sinking due to

the geometry functions g(z) (decrease with the inverse square of the

distance), the black background contributing practically nothing.

r(z) is the function for a single rod. Here the diameter of the rod is

larger than the beam diameter only for very small distances, the beam

becomes larger than the rod after two meters and the rod is shielding the

background only partly - the less the higher the distance. For a white

background (r ) this means that the signal is increasing and

approaching the (high) background value for large distances, r.(z) has
o

about the same shape as g(z). This correspondence is obvious for an

ideal black background.

3. Ispra

In June 1984, the system was brought to Ispra. The Ispra pools are

two 4 x 8 m stainless steel lined pools connected by a narrow passage.

The longest light path length in water is about 16 m (see Fig. 24).

There are many spent fuel assemblies in the pool and many tools and

pipes hanging from the sides. A number of pool background scans were

taken (e.g. Fig. 25). During a run of the system for about 14 hours (108

scans), no serious problems in reproducibility occurred.

A short BWR mock-up assembly was placed at several positions in the

pools and detectable up to about 13 m (Figures 24, 26 and 27). Beyond

that, the about S m attenuation length of the pool's water decreased the

signal strength too much. There were no other blind spots detected. One

or two false alarms were sounded for the high sensitivity chosen, but

they were due to pipes or to other unusual structures which would not

normally be present in LWR pools at 8 m depth. A smooth wall gave a

relatively smooth response.
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Figure 24: Layout of the pool at Ispra:

15.8 m

x eye

o measured assembly positions

10r+ signal [\iV]

rod
gate edge pipe

100 200

steps-

front wall side wall

Figure 25: Scan over the pool without assembly (background)
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Figure 26
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computer response
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38 29
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reference scan over open gate
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distance 11m

J

• signal with an assembly in

the second pool (see arrow)

Figure 27
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The maximum could be improved to about 90 due to better laser

adjustment, new chopper, more stable setup; noise p-p is about

7 times higher than noise rms.
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one-eyed - 1ASSY in the spent fuel storage pool at Ispra
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IV. FULL SCALE TESTS

General

At the end of February 1985 the complete first prototype LASSY was

transferee to a pool next door to the IAEA headquarters and full scale tests

were performed in air and water.

In cooperation with the "Institut fuer konstruktiven Wasserbau" a shallow

pool was prepared for the tests. The dimensions of the pool are 10 x 15 nt,

water can be filled to a height of 50 cm, just sufficient for scanning

underwater without disturbance from surface reflections. On the bottom of the

pool a grid with 20 cm spacing was painted to simulate high-density BUR

storage racks ( Fig. 28). After a short series of tests of the various

components the complete system was installed and background scans were taken

in air. When backgrounds were established a short stack BWR assembly was

placed at a number of marked pool positions. In all cases LASSY detected the

deviations in the reflected signal and calculated the correct position of the

assembly. Filling the pool with water did not affect the successful operation

of LASSY. For the longest path length of the beam along the diagonals (18 m)

attenuation of the water decreased the signal by a factor of 10. Scanning was

resumed. The principal shape of the background was just the same as in air.

The assembly again was detected and the grid positions correctly determined at

various positions throughout the whole pool. The successful and effective

operating of LASSY was demonstrated to about 70 staff-members of the IAEA.

1. Components' Performance before Scanning

Compared to the system response at the Atominstitut immediately

before t*ansfering LASSY to the pool, no major changes were found. The

focussing of the eyes, as one of the key parameters, was thoroughly

checked (Fig. 29). The noise level of the electronics as well as the

laser was measured:

a) electronic noise, i.e. laser beam blocked before entering the

fiber and no light on the diode -

rms = 75 nV, peak/peak = 300 nV (during 2-second-intervals)

with T = 100 ms, fast output smoothening, 10 JJV full-scale,

no signal
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on off
Figure 16a:

Influence of a very strong temperature gradient.
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1 mV
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.228
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g(z) in air for eye 2

z ->•

18 m

Figure 29
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b) mostly laser induced noise, eye 1 pointed at the wall (zero

position) 14 m away, in air

nns = 560 nV to 1.7 yV

pp = 6.5 yV = 2.5% of the mean signal with T = 100 ms, fast

1 mV full-scale,

signal = 268 |iV (see also Fig. 30).

Fig. 30:

Long time stability of the signal:

0.5 n*V

signal el at z e r o p o s i t . < 1 6 0 m s >

t i m e C h 3

2. Scanning in Air

After carefully aligning the eyes with the painted grid, the

positions of the eyes and the corresponding zero-positions of the beams

were marked. The turning axes of eye 1 is located at the corner of the

area under surveillance at a/1 (Fig. 28). In zero-position for eye 1 the

beam strikes the wall at the corner of a/70. Eye 2 is set up at S/l,

corresponding zero-position for the beam is the center of eye 1. The

area under surveillance is 9 by 14 meters. For the x-axis denotations
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run from "a" through minor letters and capital letters to "S", the Y-axis

is marked with numbers from 1 to 70. Pool positions are given according

to this 20 x 20 cm grid.

Background scans

When scanning, both eyes are turned clockwise. A 90* scan at

present is performed by turning the eyes 384 program-steps (12

motor-steps make up one program step). The corresponding detected

signals at these 384 angle-positions establish a scan. With no

obstacle in the beam path, and LASSY scanning along the walls of the

empty pool, the background is recorded. Fig. 31 shows the first

background scans taken in this pool in air. For eye 1 the signal is

decreasing for the first 150 steps as the projected spot on the wall

is farther and farther away. Just before the minimum of the signal

at the diagonal there is a tiny peak due to double-reflection. She

corner of the walls is working as a "cat's eye". As eye 1 scans

further signal is increasing because of shorter distances. Towards

the end of the scan the distinct surface structure of the wall is

resolved, creating the noise-like appearance. When the beam hits

eye 2, the signal drops as the red PVC-body of the eyes hardly

reflect the blue laser light. The scan of eye 2 begins with the

beam pointing at the low reflecting eye 1. The gross shape of the

scan is just a mirror image of the one for eye 1. On the lower

scales in Fig. 31 the deviation of the signal at each point from the

corresponding values of the established background is plotted. We

will refer to this as the % difference plot.

Background scans in air are reproducible within about 5%. At

this signal level of 100 to 1000 uV the short tine laser power

fluctuations contribute to the noise in the order of 21 of the

signal. Other factors limiting the reproducibility of the scans are

mode jumps in the fiber when moved and the positioning accuracy of
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02 •'S?-'1985
09 = 25 = 27

background in air
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for eye 2

1 1 1 !"

20%

20%
e2136

100 200 300 steps

eye 2

Figure 31: First background scans of the pool in air
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the stepping motors which is guaranteed 5% of a step. With the

presently used detector electronics another source of signal changes

when scanning in air is a protection circuit in the high voltage

power supplies for the diodes. Severe changes in background light

like the sun hitting the wall or being shaded effected +\e voltage

on the avalanche diodes and thus the signal. In the worst case this

induced signal drops up to 20%. This can easily be cured by

installing filters in front of the diodes. Xn water this problem

does not occur because most of the sunlight is absorbed. To avoid

background-light effects the stability measurement of Fig. 30 was

done during a night.

Long time effects on the signal can further be attributed to

the environment. Dust is constantly settling on the optics

resulting in a steady decrease in the power entering the fibers.

Temperature changes from +5°C to +30*C alter the high voltages a few

percent, the adjustments on the optical bench and laser

performance. In a later prototype generation the whole focusing

into the fibers will be redesigned and optics should be covered as

far as possible. In the next step the diodes will be replaced by

types which do not need HV and a new Ar ion laser will be

installed. This laser having an active output control should reduce

both short time laser induced noise and long time power drift.

Test Surveillance Program LASSY

For the moment, many of the features of LASSY such as scanning

rate, resolution and possible data processing are restricted by the

HP-85B computer. The currently used program is written in BASIC and

contains about 1000 lines. It allowed for successful demonstration

of the capabilities of a Laser Surveillance System. Fig. 32 shows a

flow chart of the program LASSY. A complete listing of the program

and more detailed information is given in a supplement to this

report.

LASSY is continuously scanning both eyes taking readings when

scanning forward and doing some data processing while setting back

the eyes.



14 electronic noise when laser beam blocked before

entering the eye during the above measurements

fig. 32
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inspection
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meters scan and
background of
interest.



scans over single rod
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At positions where no alarm is registered the background is

continuously updated by assigning the mean of the current reading

and the previous background value to the new background.

To record an incident LASSY demands certain deviations from the

background -

in 2 consecutive scans

at about the same position

seen with both eyes.

Expressions used when detecting assemblies:

alarm: the measured point deviating from background (one eye)

response: a number of adjacent alarms yields a response

(single alarms can be ignored, for example)

(one eye)

event: responses in 2 successive scans at the same position

(one eye)

incident: events seen with both eyes.

Scans with assemblies in air

In Fig. 33 one typical scan in air with an assembly is shown.

A full explanation of the information condensed in this figure and

used for the development of the program is given in the supplement.

In Fig. 33b the 4 numbers above the scan refer to

a) File number (26-0),

b) eye 1 or 2 (E2=2)

c) date (03/OS/198S), and

d) time (16:46:46)



2 10

in front of black

background

20 2 10 20 Figure 23

white background
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Below the % Diff plot, arrows mark the steps (or angles) where

alarms occurred. The actual signals can be seen as points far

removed from the smooth background.

In Pig. 33c an expanded view of the signals from the assembly

is shown for both eyes. The small circles denote the calculated

center of the events.

In Fig. 33d a plot of the pool is shown, el and e2 positions

are indicated and the detected assembly position by triangulation is

indicated at angle 0 , 0„.

Below the pool plot is listed the essential information needed

by the inspector, i.e., date, time and location (Z,Y coordinates as

well as pool position [POS: v/36]).
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signal strength too much. There were no other blind spots detected. One

or two false alarms were sounded for the high sensitivity chosen, but

they were due to pipes or to other unusual structures which would not

normally be present in LWR pools at 8 m depth. A smooth wall gave a

relatively smooth response.
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a)
26-6

. E£=l

Figure 33 :

Typical scan with an assembly

in air

a) signal from eye 1

b) signal from eye 2

c) enlarged section with

deviation - scan/background

d) map of the pool with assembly

position marked (v/36)

b)
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Figure 25: Scan over the pool without assembly (background)
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3. Measurements with Water in the Pool

Before eventually filling the pool with water transparency

measurements on a number of different water samples were taken.

Attenuation lengths for tap water at the pool were found to lie between

10 and 20 m compared to about 30 m of high-purity distilled water.

On February 20, 198S the pool was filled with a mixture of 40% tap

water and 60% distilled water from Zwentendorf Nuclear Power Station.

The water in the pool attained an attenuation coefficient B=0.64

corresponding to an attenuation length 1*15.6 m. Compared to air this

resulted in a decrease of detected signal by a factor of about S over the

2 z 9.5 m across the short side of the pool and a factor of about 10 over

the 2 x 18 m along the diagonals.

Fig. 34 shows the g*(z) for eye 1. Eye 2 had a similar response:

0.2 mV

14 m
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Moi se

After settling down for some hours the water was found to

contribute only neglectibly to short time signal noise:

measurements taken with eye 1 pointing at zero-position on the

14 m distant wall:

a) rms = 67 nV to ISO nv

P/P = 600 nV » 1% of the mean signal

with X = 100 ms, fast, 200 yV full scale,

signal = 53 JJV

b) rms = 93 nV to 160 nV

P/P = 700 nV = 2.7% of the mean signal

with T = 100 ms, fast, 200 yV full scale,

signal = 26 pV

c) beam blocked before entering the.fiber

rms » 120 nV to 180 nV

P/P = 800 nV

with T = 100 ms, fast, 100 yV full scale, no signal

Measurements b) and c) were taken 4 days later than measurement

a); in the meantime water transparency had deteriorated.

When the water was in movement this did not effect so much the

above short-time values but strong changes in signal on a

minute-scale were observed - (see also chapter scanning in water,

reproducibility).

Added swimming pool ingredients or Boron-acid hardly influence

the transparency of settled water.
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4. Scanning in Water

As soon as both eyes were covered sufficiently with water scanning

was resumed. The eyes were set up the same way as when scanning in air

before.

The gross shape of the background scans remained Unchanged, even

part of the fine structures were equally resolved.

Fig. 35 shows backgrounds recorded in water after filling the pool;

the l-difference plot is comparable to that obtained in air.

Below the plots are values for several parameters:

elmS denotes the integral signal over the scan of eye 1

d is the sum of the deviations [current readings - (minus)

background values]

mD gives the mean deviation of the readings from the

background in % of elmS

S, d, mD are the corresponding values for eye 2

The integral signal enables us to observe long-time variations in

the detected signal due to deteriorating water, laser power, optical

adjustment, etc., while d and mD give "i a measure of the reproducibility

of successive scans.

Fig. 35c shows a scan while adding a second load of distilled

water. The alarm was recorded when eye 1 pointed at the hose.

"Downstream" in an area of severe turbulence transparency has decrease.;

but only by ~ 15%.

When not disturbing the water by introducing air bubbles or stirring

particles up from the bottom background scans were always reproducible

within 5%, i.e., none of the 384 points deviating more than 5% from the

background. Strong water movements whirling air bubbles or dust

particles through the path of the beam induced an increase in noise.

This noise was mainly observed as signal changes in the course of

minutes.



a) electronic noise, i.e. laser beam blocked before entering the

fiber and no light on the diode -

rms = 75 nV, peak/peak = 300 nV (during 2-second-intervals)

with T = 100 ms, fast output smoother» ing, 10 \N full-scale,

no signal
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b)

c)
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Figure 35:
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S, d, md ... correspond-
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Scan when adding new
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*) hose

o) area of turbulence

c)
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Figure 29
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Due to the lower signal level when scanning in water compared to

air, integration, i.e. the time constant of the lock-in amplifier,

becomes a more important factor. With the present set-up and a sampling

rate of about one reading per second T=100ms was chosen to reduce noise

as much as possible. In the next step when aiming for scanning times in

the order of 30 seconds the time constant has to be decreased to 10 ms.

This will increase short time noise by a factor of about S. Fig. 36

shows that with the current situation this would mean the necessity to

decrease sensitivity to about 20%*. To avoid this and enable both high

speed and high sensitivity some of the noise delimiting parts will be

exchanged: the laser and the diodes.

Scanning in water with assemblies

To minimize stirring-up of particles the short stack BWR

assembly was positioned by means of a tiny lucite-waggon which was

directed to the various locations by pulling two strings.

The change in signal an assembly intersecting the path of the

beams causes can't be predicted. Reflections off an assembly can

both increase and decrease the signal at a given angle position by

as much as a factor of 10. Furthermore, when scanning over an

assembly the reading might drop at one position and rise at the

neighbouring one while matching the background value within the

resolution at a third angle.

With the present, very coarse scanning, calculated assembly

positions can easily be in error by a couple of cm as in the

far-distance corners the beams strike the assembly only twice or

three times. If then one or two of the points happen to match the

background for both eyes the incident could be allocated to *

neighbouring, wrong position. A more detailed explanation of how

the present program copes with the various combinations of alarms.

mixed with blank points is given in the supplement.

When the water was cleaner, a sensitivity of 10% would still be possible.



beam strikes the wall at the corner ot a//o. Eye z is sec up ac s/x,

corresponding zero-position for the beam is the center of eye 1. The

area under surveillance is 9 by 14 meters. For the x-axis denotations
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Measurements were also taken with a PWR-assembly, this one

being easier to locate because of it's size.

In the next step more points per scan and more sophisticated

programming can improve allocation accuracy.

Even with the first complete prototype LASSY all measured

assembly pool-positions were detected and calculated correctly.

Table 1 gives an overview over assembly positions measured both in

air and in water (see also Fig. 28)

¿ures 37 to 41 show the details of scans in water over

assemblies, Fig. 42 shows a single rod:

i) typical scans over assembly

position D/30, Fig. 37

position R/44, Fig. 38

ii) assembly close to eye

position e/7, Fig. 39

The % difference plot shows the effect of stirring up dust

particles when walking in the pool to place the assembly.

Afterwards, the cart described above was used

iii) air bubbles cause no incident

position C/SS, Fig. 40

in the scans of both eyes air bubbles were detected

passing the beam (*); as they were not present at the same

position in two consecutive scans they did not effect correct

allocation of the assembly nor were they recorded as an

incident.

iv) assembly farthest from the eye

position J/70, Fig. 41

v) single rod placed close to the corner

position R/69, Fig. 42
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position

name

R/57

L/53

E/52

R/43

D/30

W/30

V/36

U/29

x[m]

8.67

7.52

6.11

8.70

5.92

4.53

4.33

4.13

in air

y[m]

11.21

10.50

10.21

8.46

5.90

5.89

7.10

5.69

off

AX [cm]

-3

2

1

0

2

3

3

3

center

Ay [cm]

-9

0

-9

-4

0

0

-1

xtra]

8.62

7.51

6.11

8.69

5.94

4.53

4.36

4.06

in water

y[m]

11.25

10.44

10.25

8.49

S.89

5.86

7.02

5.60

off

Ax [cm]

-8

1

1

-1

4

3

6

-4

center

Ay [cm]

-5

-6

-5

-1

-1

-4

-8

-10*

*) This particular offset was ¿*jsed by a computer error

Table 1. Grid positions where an assembly was measured both in air and
in water; offsets are within the resolution limits for the
present coarse scanning, a systematical error might lie in
the accuracy reached when alligning the grid with the eyes.



Figure 31: First background scans of the pool in air
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Figure 37:

Typical scan with an assembly

in water

= 1389 .56 d = - 3 . 9 8 wD= 5 . 8
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LASSÏ is continuously scanning both eyes taking readings when

scanning forward and doing some data processing while setting back

the eyes.
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193-1
Figure 38:

Typical scan with an assembly

in water
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Assembly close to eye 1
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c) date (03/05/1985), and
d) time (16:46:46)
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Figure 42:

Single rod at the corner

of the pool
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As pointed out and easily seen from the enlarged section-plots

of the scans an assembly might change the detected signal at a given

position by drastically increasing or decreasing it or change it not

at all. This is due to unpredictable direct reflections of the beam

off the rods. In the case of a can signal can almost only go up or

down.

To investigate in detail the expected signal due to an

assembly, high resolution scans were performed. This was done by

reducing the step-angle and was only possible with eye 1 working.

In Fig. 43 a) and b) the assembly was placed at C/55. A scan over

the assembly with double resolution, i.e. 767 steps/90*, does not

give much more information on reflections off an assembly as shown

in Fig. 43 a). Nevertheless, doubling the number of steps where the

beam strikes the assembly and probably doubling the number of caused

alarms would improve allocation accuracy of LASSY considerably.

Without changing any other thing a scan with the highest obtainable

resolution over this position was done. In Fig. 43 b) readings are

taken at each motor-step, i.e. resolution is 12 times higher than

usual. A distinct pattern reflecting the structure of the assembly

is recorded. Fig. 43 c) shows the background that was established

prior to scanning over an assembly at the largest possible distance

in this pool [Fig. 44a) - c)].

Fig. 43 b) and Fig 44 a) - c) seem to indicate that direct

reflections off the rods of an assembly entering the eye result in a

drastic increase in signal whereas if the rods are not perpendicular

to the beam the detected signal drops. In each case the signal also

goes down even before the beam is touching the obstacle - the

assembly is intersecting the sensitive volume, shielding part of the

signal from the wall. If an assembly is just in front of the wall

as in Fig. 44 c), the "true" extension is resolved because there is

no shadowing effect (Fig. 45).

This general structure of a response will eventually be used

with a more advanced pattern-recognition-program to help rule out

false alarms and "ghosts" and to distinguish various types of

occurrencies detected by a Laser Surveillance System.
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background. Strong water movements whirling air bubbles or dust

particles through the path of the beam induced an increase in noise.

This noise was mainly observed as signal changes in the course of

minutes.

a)
0 3 - 2 6 / 1 9 8 5

14 > 59 = 30
- 62 -

Figure 44:

high resolution scan over

assembly in 16 m distance

assembly aligned parallel

with the pool

16 m distance
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eye

outcoming
beam

assembly

region partly

shaded

Figure 45: Shading of wall-signal before outcoming beam strikes

the obstacle

5. Long Time Effects

By the time this report is written LASSY was in the 8th week of

operation without any major interruption. It is the 4th week of LASSY

scanning under water and during this time the system is operating

completely automatically.

The only problem arising so far lies In the transparency of the

water combined with decreasing laser intensity.

The only means available for keeping the water clear is * skimmer

which is not able to filter out all of the dust that settles permanently

on the surface of the water. Chlorine and algae-killlng chemicals were

added in an effort to maintain the water quality.

Since the set-up of LASSY the underwater signal has dropped by about

a factor of 3. Another factor of 3 could be tolerated before successful

- .-*• j f .
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surveillance is inhibited due to signal/noise. Fig. 46 shows the changes

in signals and mean deviations in the course of a week.

Except for the dust on the optics of the optical bench all the

adjustments stayed unchanged. This is especially important for the

optics inside the eyes and for the chopping crystal. Up to now no

decline in the performance of any of the system's components was noticed

except for o decrease of the output power of the laser, which has run now

for about 3/4 of it's guaranteed life time.



* When the water was cleaner, a sensitivity of 10% would s t i l l be possible.
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Figure 46 : Integral signals and mean deviations during a week

of test-surveillance



v) single rod placed close to the corner

position R/69, Fig. 42
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The first full-scale prototype Laser Surveillance System was successfully

tested. LASSY was able to determine correctly the position of a BWR-assembly

placed anywhere in a 10x15 m pool filled with a mixture of tap and distilled

water to simulate high quality water normally found in a SFSP. Adding a

book-keeping procedure in the computer program, LASSY can keep track of

assembly movements inside and in and out of a SFSP, able to present the

current map of assembly positions in a SFSP at any tisae.

1. Possible Improvements on the System

In the next step the scanning rate will be increased from present 3

scans/hour to a couple of scans per minute. To do this, the HP-85B will

be replaced by a more powerfull HP-9826A computer. Instead of the

multiprogrammer, cards directly fitting into the computer will sample

lock-in readings and scan the stepping motors.

To enable fast scanning with unchanged sensitivity component induced

noise will be minimized by installing an Ar laser with active power

stabilization and new photodiodes yielding higher signals. Civen the

optimized hardware and incorporating the experience gained so far a new

test-surveillance program will be written in PASCAL.

2. Outlook

As soon as the above mentioned hard- and software improvements are

made it will be of utmost importance to the further development of a

Laser Surveillance System for Spent Fuel Storage Pools to perform tests

at a real SFSP. Only with experience gained at field tests will it be

possible to proceed from a prototype system towards a Standard Safeguards

Instrument. Field data are especially important to learn about the

actually required features of the various components as well as to

develop the eventually needed pattern recognition and book-keeping

programs. By autumn 1985 an improved LASSY-prototype will be available

for extensive field tests.



cameras LASSY

depend on: lights at the pool
inspector interpretation

water transparency

essential
extensive interpreta-
tion of frames needed
not important

irrelevant
not necessary

about drinking-water trans-
parency needed

further features:
reliability
detection probability,
deceivability

effectiveness
maintainance
cost

minutes' intervals
between frames,
interpretation

93 000 $
(star system)

components meeting military stand,
continuously active nature

much higher quality of obtained safeguards
about every 18 months information

* 20 000 $ (prototype costs)

Table 2
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Appendix

Photographs taken at the pool during full scale testing the first LARSY

prototype:

Al up: pool 10x15 m next door to the VIC

down:eye scanning underwater while turning

A2 up: focussing adjustments on the optical bench

down:emitter part of the eye glued onto the window

A3 up: projected pattern of the beam from the eye

down: cross section with outcoming beam and sensitive volume (illuminated

by red HeNe-Laser)

A4 up: both beams hitting the assembly at R/44

down: PWR-assembly placed close to eye 1 at e-5
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This general structure of a response will eventually be used

with a more advanced pattern-recognition-program to help rule out

false alarms and "ghosts" and to distinguish various types of

occurrencies detected by a Laser Surveillance System.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

There are currently about 10,000 Significant Quantities of plutonium

residing in 174 safeguarded LWR and CANDU power reactor Spent Fuel Storage

Pools (SFSP) around the world. Furthermore, there are IS large research

reactor (> 25MWt) pools and several Away From Reactoor (AFS) pools in use

and a growing number more AFRs under construction to house the fast growing

number of spent fuel assemblies. The mainstay of Agency safeguards at these

pools is camera surveillance, either film (239 units) or TV (IS units).

Typically, the inspector makes 4 visits per year to each reactor, one of which

is during refuelling. Between inspections, the cameras are taking frames

spaced 5 - 15 isiitutes apart and one of the duties of the inspector is to

review the ~ 10,000 frames per 3 month period and correlate what be sees

with the facility's records, checking especially for cask, movement. There are

several inherent and generic problems with such a camera system, i.e.,

- the inability of the inspector to determine, fro* a review of the

frames, the number of assemblies loaded into casks for shipment away

from the SFSP,

- the necessity of adequate facility lighting,

- the time and difficulty, not to mention the tedium, of reviewing the

frames and trying to decipher the fast-paced action one often sees.

Coupled to these inherent problems, there have been a disturbing number

of system failures, some mechanical and some attributed to human errors,

particularly with the more complicated TV systems. However, the 3 inherent

problems alone would warrent the development of an alternative systea.

The Laser Surveillance System (LASSY) described i% this report

circumvents all three of these problems while providing additional

considerably important safeguards information to the inspector.



Since the set-up of LASSY the underwater signal has dropped by about

a factor of 3. Another factor of 3 could be tolerated before successful

- ii -

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We start with the premise that a sealed solid cover over the assemblies

in the SFSP would be an excellent safeguard system, but one that interferes

unduly with facility operations. Instead we cover the assemblies with a sheet

of light that allows the operator to perform any of his normal functions but

that records where and when this sheet of light has been penetrated by an

assembly moving up or down. Upon interrogation by the inspector every three

months, a list of times and pool locations of penetrations is printed enabling

the inspector to divide the pool into 2 strata, those locations where no

movement of assemblies has been detected and those far fewer locations where

detection occurred.

Furthermore, the system's computer will have the "intelligence" to

separate out detected pool locations associated with cask loading from simple-

relocations or from refuelling operations. Hence, the inspector will be able

to verify, albeit indirectly, the number of assemblies loaded into casks and

he will also receive a printout of the current pool map showing where'

assemblies should be found.

The covering sheet of light is actually two fast-scanning beams of

laser-generated blue light that can locate assemblies by triangulation as

shown in Fig. 1. The "eye" that both emits the blue beam and also collects a

small fraction of the light reflected from the sides of the pool is shown in

Fig. 2. Inside the eye are a) the end of the fiber optics cable carrying the

blue light b) the collecting mirror and 45 • deflection mirror focussing the

reflected light onto a photodiode and c)a stepping motor that, rotates the eye

(90* in 384 steps).

As the source of light for the eye, a HeCd laser (442 nm) was used, the

beam being switched between the 2 eyes by means of an acoustical-optical

modulator.(Fig. 3).
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ELECTRONICS

POOL WATER LEVEL

LASER EYE
LASER BEAM

UNLOADING
BASIN

y//////////////////////////////////////////A
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FUEL ASSEMBLIES

REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURE

SPENT FUEL POOL

Figure li LASSY positioned in a SFSP
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Figure 3: Block diagram of LASSY electronics



develop the eventually neeaea pattern recognición ana
programs. By autumn 1985 an improved LASSY-prototype will be available

for extensive field tests.
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LASSY has only i couple of moving parts, the stepping motors and a

cooling fan for th laser power supply, which should result in a long HTBF

(Mean Time Before Failure).

The heart (and brains) of the laser system is the small HP-85B computer

coupled to an HP Hultiprogrammer which a) controls the stepping motors,

b) receives and processes the digitized output of tile two lock-in amplifiers

whose input is the photodiode signal and c) sets the HV on the photodiodes.

The presently used test surveillance computer program simply demands a

+ 10% deviation from the background signal occurring in 2 consecutive scans at

the same position but also meeting a number of other conditions to eliminate

false alarms.

Early Test Results

1. The proof-of-principle for the system and in particular for the novel

design of the eye was established February, 1984 when the first eye was placed

at one end of a 20 m long pipe filled with water obtained from the Zwentendorf

Nuclear Power Station near Vienna [attenuation length = 34 m ] . A mock BWR

assembly «.'as easily detected at several locations along the pipe up to 20 m.

2. The second test of the concept of LASSY was performed in May 1984 at the

Research Reactor pool at Ispra, Italy. Despite high attenuation in the water

[attenuation length = 5 m], it was possible to detect a mock-up BWR assembly

up to distances of 12 m when scanning with one eye underwater.

Full-Scale LASSY Test Results

Full-scale tests were begun March 1985 in a shallow 0.5 n pool of

dimensions 10 m x 15 m located in the Donaupark, Vienna next door to the

Agency using two improved LASSY eyes. These tests were able to demonstrate

successfully-the full capabilities of LASSY.
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a) Test in Air

LASSY was setup at this pool (see Fig. 4} and the 2 eyes alligned to a

grid painted on the floor. The grid spacing corresponds approximately to a

high density BWR storage pool rack., i.e., 20 cm x 20 cm. Background scans

were acquired with the eyes scanning 90 with 384 points in 6 minutes; the

scanning rate being limited by the HP-85B computer. [Another computer will be

installed in June 1985 that should reduce the scanning rate to IS sec.].

A short stack BWR assembly was then placed at different pool locations as

marked in Fig. 4 and scanning was resumed. In each case, by triangulation

LASSY correctly determined the pool location to within about ±5 cm.

b) Test in Water

The pool was filled with a combination of 40% tap water and 60% distilled

water from the Zwentendorf Nuclear Power Station on March 20, 198S and

background scan measurements were immediately begun (see Fig. S). From ?.

comparison of the background scans in water to air the following poirts can be

made:

1) the attenuation coefficient for this water in this pool was .06m

which corresponds to an attenuation-length of 16 m,

-1

2) the background scans looked essentially the same as in air being

reproducible to within ~ 5%,

3) while the last Zwentendorf water was being pumped into the pool,

scans were made that indicated that the turbulences (and possibly

small air bubbles) introduced a ~ 10% decrease in light signal.

Hence the more milder thermal columna at a SF2P should net

contribute more due to turbulence. Temperature effects on the .light

beam have also been investigated experimentally and found to have a

comparable small impact. Actual field tests at a SFSF are needed to

give a definitive answer to the question of scan reproducibility.
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After the background was established, assemblies were placed in the pool

at many of the same positions where they were measured in air (see Fig. 4).

In all cases the correct position was determined, as in air. The data is

shown in Table 1 and a typical example of a scan in water is shown in Fig. 6.

Details of the assembly response is also shown.

A few scans were made covering only part of the pool with reduced step

size. Fig. 7 shows the effect on 2 of the far positions. Clear?y the finer

steps would lead to more accurate positioning and allows us to relax other

parameters producing a more forgiving, albeit, slower system.

Scans with a PWR assembly were also made with equally good results, i.e.,

correct pool positions, this assembly being larger makes it easier to locate.

The system will now be life tested as long as the water quality is

adequate for detection of the pool walls, however, as mentioned earlier, with

the only moving parts being stepping motors and cooling fans, a long MTBF is

expected. To prevent algae growth, Chlorine has been added to the pool. As

of this writing, the system has been in continuous underwater operation for 4

weeks and running for 8 weeks with some interruptions not due to LASSY.

Conclusions and Future Tests

The 2-eye laser system has been fully tested in a shallow pool operating

continuously underwater for 4 weeks and was able to locate assemblies. Hence

there are no remaining major technical questions regarding operational

capabilities. The proper choice of the several key parameters, i.e., step

size, scan speed, anomaly setpoint, laser power, etc. should yield a system

essentially Tree of false alarms.

There is still a great deal of testing that needs to be done to exploit

all the features of LASSY to their fullest before a test in a real SFSP is

begun, the main one being to decrease the scanning time to about IS seconds.

However, in a real SFSP, situations are bound to arise that will require

adding more intelligence to the software to cope with the many types of

disturbances that normal operation at an SFSP can generate.
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Figure 7; High resolution scans of 2 assemblies far from eye
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In looking further ahead with LASSY one can visualize a new safeguard

approach at SFSPs, one where the inspector simply interrogates a computer

whose programme contains enough intelligence to decifer all significant pool

occurances bearing on movement of fuel during his absence. Gone will be the

difficult and time-consuming frame review, which really does not provide all

the necessary safeguards information such as cask loading data. Gone will be

the unacceptable number of TV system failures since LASSY is inherently more

reliable having only 2 moving parts - the steping motors. Gone will be the

need to re-inventory the entire pool when lighting is inadequate since LASSY

carries its own torch. And gone will be the concern about before-the-lens

tampering since LASSY is an active system continuously scanning and not a

discontinuous single frame system.
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position

name

R/57

L/53

E/52

R/43

D/30

W/30

V/36.

U/29

x[m)

8.67

7.52

6.11

8.70

5.92

4.53

4.33

4.13

in air

ylm]

11.21

10.50

10.21

8.46

5.90

5.89

7.10

5.69

off

Ax[cm]

-3

2

1

0

2

3

. 3

3

center

Ay[cm]

-9

0

-9

-4

0

-1

0

-1

x[m]

8.62

7.51

6.11

8.69

5.94

4.53

4.36

4.06

in water

ytm]

11.25

10.44

10.25

8.49

5.89

5.86

7.02

5.60.

Off

Ax[cm]

-8

1

1

-1

4

3

6

-4

center

Ay[cm]

-5

-6

-5

-1

-1

-4

-8

-10*

*) This particular offset was caused by a computer error

Tablé 1. Grid positions where an assembly was measured both in air and
in water; offsets are within the resolution limits for the
present coarse scanning, a systematical error might lie in
the accuracy reached when alligning the grid with the eyes.
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Test Surveillance Program LASSY

For the first full scale tests a HP-85B computer was used for controlling

the Laser Surveillance System.

The Program "LASSY" allows for positioning of the eyes, scanning the

whole pool and sampling data (background/scans with assemblies) as well as

evaluating the scans and by triangulation calculating assembly positions.

At present scanning forward and setting back, the eyes to zero-position

takes about 7 minutes. When scanning forward, both eyes are turned

clockwise. A 90*-scan is currently performed by turning the eyes 384 times 12

motor-steps. The corresponding detected signals at these 384 angle-positions

establish a scan. With no obstacle in the beam path, LASSY scanning along the

walls of the empty pool, the background is recorded.

The main sections in the flow chart are as follows:

initialize: used when resetting the complete system

parameters: allows for changing evaluation parameters without
resetting the system

background,
scan forward: turns the eyes and samples data establishing a scan

error suppression,
in consec. scans?, } filter "response?" out of the "alaras"
same position?,

change in ext.

merge: combines very close neighbouring responses

print, store, copy: saves the whole scan
consec. scans for new background: resets the system in the case of too

many incidents

map of pool: calculates actual assembly position and stores entries
. in "list for the inspector"
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General structure:

A( ,0) background eye No. 1 B( ,0) background eye No. 2

A( ,1) current scan eye No. 1 B( ,1) current scan eye No. 2

List of alarms in the current scan:

C( , ):

100

L3

J

J

eye No. 1, eye No. 2

scan number

position of alarm

alarm: measured point deviating from background according

to contrast and resolution (D1, D2) (one eye)

List of responses in the last two scans:

P( , ):

0

1

2

3

4

5

1

E2

J

J

2

R2

J

J

3 4

U2+1

5 6 7 8

1

1
eye 1 i eye 2

no. of responses

center position

corresponding

length

response: a number of adjacent alarms (D3) yields a response

(single alarms are ignored, for example)

(one eye)



A9( / ): 1 2 i 3 4 no. of events

center position

corresponding length

event ; responses on successive scans at the same position

(D4) (one eye)

incident; events seen with both eyes (D7) (inside pool) of

fitting shape (D8) and extension (D9) (stored in

"(3*D)" for the list for the inspector)



Main parameters

subject to change

w=1 ? wish change of parameters after completing the current

scan

LI "v current scan number

complete scan stored under "L1-Date.ET" (=F$)

L3 real scan number

incremented by 1 as long as there is no new background

S1 number of motor steps / 'step'

N1 scan (of eye no. 1) begins here

N2 scan (of eye no. 1) ends here



Comparison parameters

D0 "interruption" of response to be merged

D1 contrast [%]

D2 resolution [%] '

D3 error suppression; number of adjacent alarms

needed for response

D4 response at same position in two successive

scans? - uncertainty

D5 change in extension

D6 number of consecutive scans with events for

new background

D7 event seen with both eyes?

D8 shape: diagonals of maximal disturbed area

different by a factor D8

D9 extension: diagonal of maximal disturbed

area larger 1 m

• 1.5 steps)

' 10%)

' 40%)

<.D3<.4, ...)

• 2 steps)

- 1 [x min ext.])

' 10)

2)

1 m)



V

Status of eyes No. 1, No. 2:

E2 = -1: both eyes working, only incidents displayed in map

(fastest way of scanning)

0; only eye No. ,1 operating, restricted scan possible

1: both eyes operating, e1 on display

2: both eyes operating, e2 on display



If

Comments

change parameters (w=1) only after establishing a background

E2̂ =0 (both eyes scanning) allows no restricted scan

better no 'CAT".ET"1 before key "files"

better no restricted (one-eye) scan round 24 hours

S1 only to be changed in one-eye scans
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in

position

name

R/57

L/53

E/52

R/43

D/30

W/30

V/36

U/29

x[m]

8.67

7.52

6.11

8.70

5.92

4.53

4.33

4.13

in air

y[m]

11.21

10.50

10.21

8.46

5.90

5.89

7.10

5.69

off

Ax [cm]

-3

2

1

0

2

3

3

3

center

Ay [cm]

-9

0

-9

-4

0

-1

0

-1

x[m]

8.62

7.51

6.11

8.69

5.94

4.53

4.36

4.06

in water

yim]

11.25

10.44

10.25

8.49

5.89

5.86

7.02

5.60

Off

Ax [cm]

-8

1

1

-1

4

3

6

-4

center

Ay [cm]

-5

-6

-5

-1

-1

-4

-8

-10*

*) This particular offset was caused by a computer error

Table 1. Grid positions where an assembly was measured both in air and
in water; offsets are within the resolution limits for the
present coarse scanning, a systematical error might lie in
the accuracy reached when alligning the grid with the eyes.



Scans with assemblies in air

In figures a) - c) three typical scans with assemblies are shown.
Fig. a) contains the following information:

6th scan since starting surveillance
over 384 points
one event in both eyes at center positions 133.S and 242.5
extending 6 steps each
all the alarms could be attributed to these events

scan of eye 1, eye 2
arrows marking alarms

DO s 1.S steps; i.e. responses with less spacing between each other are
merged into one response

Dl = 10%, D2= 40%; necessary deviation for an alarm
D3 s 1; i.e. with this setting also a single alarm would have been

accepted as a response
D4 = 2 steps; i.e. center position in two consecutive scans can vary 2

steps
D5 = 1; i.e. extension in two consecutive scans can vary by a factor of 2
D8 = 2; i.e. diagonals of maximum disturbed area can differ by a factor

of 2
D9 = 1 m; maximum disturbed area must not have an extension larger than

1 m

Rl = 6; number of alarms for eye 1
R2 = 1; one response for eye 1 in the last scan
R3 » 6;' number of alarms for eye 2
Rl = 1; one response for eye 2

V3 = 0; no change in extension
V4 = 2; second consecutive scan with an event

In the corner down left the enlarged sections of the scans are shown,
each mark corresponds to 2 steps, background values overlayed with current
scan, "o" denotes the calculated center positions of the events.

In the corner down right a map of the area under surveillance is shown,
detected assembly position (maximum disturbed area) is marked.

Calculated coordinates in meters and pool-position.
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL 1010a
(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No. 2)
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8*ö
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map of pool: calculates actual assembly position and stores entries
. in "list for the inspector"

2. Scans with assemblies in water

Even with the first complete prototype LASSY all measured assembly
pool-positions were detected and calculated correctly. Table 1 gives an
overview over assembly positions measured both in air and in water (see also
Fig- d). Figures e) to i) show the details of typical scans in water over
assemblies.

Fig. e, position e/7:

assembly close to eye 1 in a very noisy pool, soon after the water
was filled in. Merge worked only once, the last third of the response
was ignored.

Fig. f, position c/55:

in the scans of both eyes air bubbles were detected passing the
beam (*) as they were not present at the same position in two consecutive
scans they did not effect correct allocation of the assembly.

Pit- Si position j/70:

assembly at the far end of the pool, merge worked, yielding 125% of
attributed alarms. The false alarm at the beginning of the scan of eye 2
is caused by a change in the reflected signal from eye 1 while it itself
is turning too.

Fig. h, positions v/36 and R/43:

In these scans an assembly was placed on v/36 while a can was
located at R/43 at the same time. This provokes 2 "ghosf'-positions.
The first of them at x=8.51 m and y=13.7m was suppressed because it gave
a maximum disturbed area which was too big for an assembly, the second
ghost at B/27 needed higher resolution and more sophisticated computing
to be ruled out.

Fig. i, position R/69

A single rod was placed close to the corner and could be detected by
both eyes. Single alarms had to be accepted as responses which gave rise
to a second event in eye 2 caused when placing the rod.
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10 OPTION BASE 0
20 SHORT AC3S5,li,B<385,1>,C<100,1>,PC6,8),A9<6,4>
,T<25,1>,A7C3, 1>,T1<23>
30 ON KEYtt 1,"pos.el" BOSUB 460
40 ON KEY# 2,"pos.e2" GOSUB 520
50 ON KEYtt 3,"param." BOTO 1060
60 ON KEYtt 4,"run" 60TQ 610
70 ON KEY* 5,"fil es" SOSUB 6450
80 ON KEYtt 6,"detaiI" GOSUB 7070
90 ON KEY# 8,"show" GQSUB 7100
100 N1"O @ N2=384 @ Bl=15 © N3=-1000
110 CLEAR
120 W1=O
130 !
140 DISP "SET TIME"
150 DISP "C 1IjCHR*<34>5"hhsmm!Ss11;CHR*í34>511 , "?C
HRÍC343;"mm/dd/yyyy";CHR*<34>;" 3"
160 DISP
170 DISP " time, date";
Ï80 INPUT T1*,D1*
190 SETTIME HMSCT1*),O
200 CLEAR
210 !
220 DISP "program 'LASSY' for demonstra—tion of

survei I I ance" •
230 DISP "********************************"
240 DISP
250 DISP "C0NFIG";CHR*<34);"ET1I;CHR*<34:>5",";CHR*<
34);".ED";CHR*(:34); ",28, 192"
260 DISP
270 DISP "C0NFIG";CHR*<34)f"ED";CHR*(34);",";CHR*<
34>;". "fCHR*<34);"! new cartrige ?"
280 DJ.SP
290 DISP
300 DISP "select key ";HGL$C"PAUSE,W !"5
310 KEY LABEL
320 !
330 ON ERROR GOTO 350
340 CREATE "DUMMY.ET",1 @ GOTO 380
350 OFF ERROR @ F1=ERRN
360 IF F1=63 THEN 410 ELSE 370
370 DISP F1;"...ET,...ED ? C CONT 220 1 " S BEE
P-
380 OFF ERROR
3*30
400
410
420
430
440

!
i

GOTO 410
i

i

i

450 !
460 CLEAR @ DISP "STEPS el:"; S INPUT 7.
470 GNFNMCZ)
480 KEY LABEL
490 DISP "select new key"
500 RETURN
510 !
520 !
530 !
540 CLEAR @ DISP "STEPS e2:";@ INPUT Z
550 Q=FNN<Z)
560 KEY LABEL
570 DISP "select new key"
580 RETURN
590 !

posit. ( key # 1,2 )



600 !
610 !
620 ! ********* INITIALISIERUNG;
630 CLEAR © DISP "just a moment"
640 !
650 FOR 11=0 TO 100
660 CtIliO)=O © CCIi,l>=0
670 NEXT II
680 FOR 12=1 TO 4
690 FOR 13=0 TO 5
700 P<:i3,I2)=0 © PCI3,I2+4)=0 © A9CI3,I2)=0
710 NEXT 13
720 NEXT 12
730 FOR 12=0 TO 3
740 A7CI2,0)=0 © A7CI2,l)=0
750 NEXT 12
760 Ï
7-70 E2=l
780 IF E2#0 THEN 830
790 FOR 12=1 TO 385
800 B(I2,0)=0 © BCI2,i>=0
810 NEXT 12
8.20 !
830 Gl=9 © G2=14.1 ! dimensions of the pool
840 !
850 U=370
860 V=400
870 !
880 L1=O © N=0 © SI=12 © B2=TIME+600*15
890 W=0 © L3=0 © U3=0
900 D0-=1.5 ! merge events ?
910 Dl = 10 © D2=40 ! dev. , res. C7.D
920 D3=2 ! error-suppr. number
930 D4=2 ! uncertainty
940 D5=l ! change in extension
950 D6=10 ! cosececutiv scans/ev. f. new backgrou
nd
960 D7=l ! both eyes (. <1 > 7
970 D8=2 ! shape •
980 D9=l ! max.ext. Cmeters]
990 GNFNPCU)
1000 G!--=FNQCv)
1010 Wl=l
1O20 IF W=l THEN 1090
1030 GOTO 1310
1040 CLEAR
1050 !
1060 !
1070 W=l
10B0 IF W1=0 THEN 620
1090 W=0
1 1 0 0 ' •——--'-—----»—-—--—•--•-'------•-••--•—-->-••«••«——-

1110 CLEAR © Q=FNSa>
1120 DISP "U=";Q;"volts
1130 Q=FNS<3>
1140 DISP "v=";Qj"volts
1150 DISP
1160 DISP "L1=";L1;"@L3:

key # 4 "run"

comp. parameters

change parameters

( key # 3 )

. . < e i © CONT ) "

. . < e2

1170 DISP
1180 DISP
1190 DISP
1200 DISP
1210 DISP
1220 DISP
1230 DISP
1240 DISP "E2="}E2;"

;L3;"©D0=";D0 •

Nl = ";Nl;"©N2==";N2f "©S1 = ";S1

Di="}Dl F"@D2=
M;D2;"©D3=",D3

D4~- " ; D4 ; " ©D5= " ; 1)5 ; " &.D&- " ; D6

@D7-~" j D 7 ; "@D8=" ;D8



w

UJ

u

¿J <J O
W ft r-t

IU " 1 / •

= " ; Ri ; "@R2=" ; R2; "@R3=" ; R3; "<aR4=" ;
1250 DISP
1260 DISP
1270 DISP
12S0 DISP "U3=";U3; "@U4=";U4; "<§D9=";D9
1290 DISP
1300 PAUSE
1310 !
1320 GNFNPdJ)
1330 Q=FNQ(V>
1340 !
1350 IF N3=-1000 THEN 1450
1360 IF N3=N1 THEN 1520
1370 Q=FNPKNi*Sl>
1390 GOTO 1520
1400 !
1410 !
1420 Î main routine
1430 !
1440 IF E2#0 AND BCN,l>=0 THEN L3=0
1450 IF N2-N1>N THEN L3=0
1460 N=N2-N1 <§ D=FNM<-<CB1+1>*S1))
1470 IF E2#0 THEN Q=FNN<-< CBi + l)*Si:> >
1480 U4=l @ N3=N1
1490 !
1500 ! >»>»>>>»»>>»>»»»»
1510 !
(1520| L1=L1+1 @ L3=L3+1
Ê R4=0 e A2=0
1522 X1=O S X2=0 a X3=0
1524 X5=0 @ X6=0 © X7=0
1530 I4=RMD<L3,2)+1
1540 Ll*=VAL*t:Ll)
1550 D*=VAL*<DATEJ
1560 F*=L1*?Í"-"&!D*S{".ET"
1570 !
1580 !
1590 IF E2=-l THEN 1740
1600 GCLEAR
1610 SCALE Ni,N2,-4,10
1620 XAXIS 0,20 & YAXIS 0,1,0,10 @ YAXIS 0,-5,-3,-

1630 IF L3<4 THEN 1640 ELSE 1670
1640 MOVE 0,-4
1650 LABEL " new background !"
1Ê60 GOTO 1680
1670 MOVE 0,-2.3 © LABEL "

R2=0 @ A1=O Ê R3=0 begin of

main loop

1GB0
161'0
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860

MOVE N*.67,9
LABEL MDY*(DATE+MDYCD1*)>
MOVE N*.7,8
LABEL TIME*
MOVE N/20,8
LABEL "E2="&VAL*CE2)
IF TIME-B2Í-83950 THEN B2=B4000-B2
WAIT B2+1000*i5-TlME

FOR J=-B1+N1 TO N2
Y=FNS<0)
IF E21tO THEN Z=FNSC2)
.Q=--FNM<S1)

begin of

scan forward,

measuring loop



1B70 IF E2#0 THEN D=FNNi:Si:>
1880 IF JÍN1+1 THEN 2570
1830 A<J,1)=Y
1900 IF E2#0 THEN BCJ,1)=Z
1910 IF E2=0 OR E2=l THEN PLOT JfY
1920 IF E2=2 THEN PLOT J, Z
1930 IF L3<=2 THEN 2210
1940 MO=Y~A<J,O)
1942 X1=X1+Y
1944 X2=X2+M0
1946 X3=X3+M0'*2
1950 IF E2#0 THEN M3=Z-B(J,0) ELSE 1360
1952 X5=X5+Z
1954 X6=X6+M3
1956 X7=X7+M3'*2
1960 IF E2=0 OR E2=l THEN 1970 ELSE 1980
1970 MOVE J,-2+M0*2 @ PLOT JF-2+M0*4/ACJ,0) @ MOVE
J,Y Q PLOT J,Y
1980 IF E2=2 THEN MOVE J,-2+M3*2 Ê PLOT J.-2+M3*4/
BCJ.O) © MOVE J,Z S PLOT J, Z
1S90 IF A B S < : M O X = M J , O ) * D 1 / 1 O O THEN 2250 ELSE BEEP
100,100

2000 A<O,O)=A<1,O) S A<N2+l,0)=ACN2,0)
2010 Ml=D2/100*(MAX CAÍ J, 0) , MAX <A< J-l, 0> , AC J+i, 0.1 ) 5
-A(J,O))+A<J,O)
2020 M2=D2/100*(MINCACJ,0>,MIN<:A(J-l,0),AÍJ+l,0r>)

contrast Dl

resolution D2

2030 IF M1>=Y AND M2<=Y THEN 2250 ELSE BEEP 300,15
0
2040 IF E2=0 OR E2=l THEN 2050 ELSE 2060
2050 MOVE J,-4 @ LABEL "
" © MOVE J,Y
2060 R1=R1 + 1 @ IF R K 1 0 0 THEN 2180
2070 B3=0
2080 IF -CB3*2000>+<J+B1+1)*S1<=2047 THEN Q=FNMC-(
(J+B1+1)*S1)+B3*2000) ELSE 2120
2090 IF E2#0 THEN Q=FNNC-CCJ+B1+1)*Sl)+B3*2000)
2100 WAIT (.(. J+B 1 +1 ) *S 1 +B3*2000 > * 15
2110 GOTO 2160
2120 Q=FNMC-2000) @ IF E2#0 THEN Q=FNNC-2000)
2130 B3=B3+1
2140 WAIT 2000*15
2150 GOTO 2080
2ÍS0 L3=0
2170 GOTO 1520
2180 C(0,0)=L3
2190 C(R1,O)=J
2200 GOTO 2260
2210 WAIT 20
2220 IF L3=2 THEN A< J, 0) = <A< J, 0)+Y!)/2 @ GOTO 2260
2230 A(J,O)=Y
2240 GOTO 2260
2250 ACJ,0)=CA<J,0)+Y)/2
2260 IF E2=0 THEN 2570
2270 IF L3Í-2 THEN 2500
2280 IF ABSCM3)<=B<JfO)*Dl/100 THEN 2560 ELSE BEEP
80,80

2290 B(O,O)=B(1,O) @ BCN2+1,O)=BC1,0)
2300 M4=D2/100*CMAX(BCJ,0),MAX ÍBCJ-l,0),BCJ+1,0)>)
-B<J,O))+B<J,O)
2310 MS=D2/100*<MINCB(J,0)fMINCB<J-i,0),BCJ+if0)>)
-B<J,O))+B<J,O)
2320 IF M4>=Z AND M5<=Z THEN 2560 ELSE BEEP 240,12
0
2330 IF E2=2 THEN 2340 ELSE 2350
2340 MOVE J,--4 @ LABEL "



" © MOVE J,Z
2350 R3=R3+i ©IF R3<100 THEN 2470
23&Û B3=0
2370 IF -CB3*2000)+<J+Bl+i)*Sl<=2047 THEN Q=FNMC-C
<J+Bi+l>*Sl)+B3*2000) ELSE 2410
2380 Q=FNNi-C(J+Bl+i)*Si)+B3*2000)
2390 WAIT CCJ+Bl+i)*Sl+B3*2000>*15
2400 GOTO 2450
2410 Q=FNMC-2000> @ GNFNNC-2000)
2420 B3=B3+1
2430 WAIT 2000*15
2440 BOTO 2370
2450 L3=0
2460 GOTO 1520
2470 CÍO,i)=L3
2460 CCR3,i)=J

GOTO 2570
WAIT 20 S IF E2=0 THEN 2570
IF L3=2 THEN BCJ,O)=CBCJ,0)+Z)/2 @ GOTO 2570
BCJ,O)=Z
GOTO 2570
i

2430
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550 !
2560 BCJ,0)=CBCJ,0)+Z>/2

NEXT J
!
! « « « « « « « « « « « • < «

!

2570
25S0
2530
2600
2610
2620
)) @
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2630
2700 ON ERROR GOTO
2710 U1=O S U2=0 @
2720 FOR 11=1 TO Rl

IF CCIl,O)-C<Ii+l,O)=-l THEN U2=U2+1
IF D3=l AND U1=O THEN R2=R2+1 @ PCR2,I4)=CCII
Ul=l
IF D3=l
IF D3=l

end of

measuring loop

IF <N+B).+1V*SK=2O47 THEN Q=FNM<-< (N+Bl+l)*Si
GOTO 2650
Q=FNM<-2000>
IF E2#0 THEN Q=FNNi-20005
B2=TIME
IF RKD3 THEN 2960
!

3320
U3=0

AND CCI1,05-CCI1+1,0>=-l THEN 2340
THEN 2880

IF C(Il,0)-C(H + lrCO=-
IF D3=2 AND U1=O THEN

IF D3=2 THEN 2940

2730
2740
,0) «
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
,0) <
2B00
2810
2820
2830
,0) (
2840
2850
2860
2870
1
2880 IF Ul=l THEN 2890 ELSE 2930
2830 PCR2,I4)=IPCPCR2,I4))+U2/2 @

response •"•••###••'" , length
2900 DISP
2910 P<R2, I4+2)=U2+1
2920 DISP " p os. , e x t . s " { P C R2,14:);"

•1 THEN 2790 ELSE 2880
R2=R2+1 © PCR2,I45=CU1

IF CCI1+1,O)-CCI1+2,O)=-1 THEN 2830 ELSE 2880
IF D3=3 AND U1=O THEN R2=R2+1 @ PCR2,I4)=CCI1
U l= l

IF D3=3 THEN 2340
!
IF C<Il+2f0)-C<Ii+3,0)=-l THEN 2870 ELSE 2880
IF U1=O THEN R2=R2+1 @ PÍR2,I4)=CCI1,O) § Ul=

U1=O ! center of

,";PCR2,I4+2);"C

error suppression

el D3



.•

ID ; 3 3 ; 73 £.

incider-t 1 = X= 4.33 , Y= 7.1

pcisi t . - v' 36
1- + + + +f

26-0 C o n t .

el)11

2930
2940
2350
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
11,1)
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
11,1)
3070
3080
3090
3100
11,1)
3110
3120
3130
3140
1=1
3150
3160
r of
3170
3180
3190

U2=0
NEXT II
!
IF E2=0 OR R3<D3 THEN 3250
!
U1=O @ U2=0
FOR 11=1 TO R3
IF CCIlfl)-C(Il+l,i)=-i THEN U2=U2+1
IF D3=l AND U1=O THEN R4=R4+1 @ PCR4,I4+4)=CC
@ Ul=l
IF D3=l AND " d 1 , D-CCI1 + 1, 1)=-1 THEN 3210
IF D3=l THEN 3150
!
IF CCI1,1)-CCI1+1,1)=-1 THEN 3060 ELSE 3150
IF D3=2 AND U1=O THEN R4=R4+1 S P<R4,I4+4)=CC
@ Ul=l
IF D3=2 THEN 3210
!
IF C<Il+l,n-CCIl+2, 1)=-1 THEN 3100 ELSE 3150
IF D3=3 AND U1=O THEN R4=R4+1 S PCR4,I4+4)=C<
S Ul=l
IF D3=3 THEN 3210
!
IF CCI1+2,D-CCI1+3,1)=-1 THEN 3140 ELSE 3150
IF U1=O THEN R4=R4+1 ê P<R4.I4+4)=C(II,1) @ U

IF Ul=l THEN 3160 ELSE 3200
PCR4,I4+4)=IP(P(R4,I4+4))+U2/2 @ Ul-0 ! .ente
response A###A , lengt̂ l
DISP
PCR4,I4+6)=U2+1
DISP "pos., ext.s "j PCR4, 14+4) }" , ";P<.PAf 14+6) ;

error suppression

e2 J)3

3200 U2=0
3210 NEXT II
3220 !
3230 !
3240 !
3250 DISP "alarriis, responses <R1,R2) in the last s
can :";Ri}", "ÏR2;"<el)"
3260 !
3270 IF E2=0 THEN 3290
3280 DISP "al., resp. CR3,R4):";R3;", ";R4;"<e2)"
3290 !
3300 OFF ERROR
3310 GOTO 3340
3320 OFF ERROR
3330 IF ERRN=55 THEN L3=0
3340 PCO,I4)=MIN<R2,5)
3350 !
3360 PCO,I4+4)=MIN<:R4,5)
3370 !
3380 IF CN+B1+1)*SK=2O47 THEN 3440
3390 IF -2000+CN+B1 + 1)*S1<-2047 THEN Q=FNMt:-2000+<
N+Bl+i)*Sl) @ GOTO 3440
3400 IF TIME-B2Í-S3950 THEN B2=84000-B2
3410 WAIT B2+2000*15-TTME
3420 Q=FNM <-2000)
3430 IF E2ttO THEN Q=FNNC-2000)
3440 B2=TIME
3450 !
3460 !
3470 IF E2=0 AND R2=0 THEN 4980
3480 IF R2=0 AND R4=0 THEN 4980
3490 !

I



i: H + + + + T + + + + »H H* +

2 -1 - O C o n x .

3500 !
3510 !
3520 FOR 11=1 TO PÍO,1)
3530 FOR 13=1 TO PÍO,2)
3540 IF ABSCPCIi,I4)--PCI3,RMDCI4,2) + l)><=D4 THEN A
l=Ai+l ELSE 3620
3550 A9f.Al,l) = CPai,I4)+PCI3,RMDc:i4,2) + O>/2
3560 IF ABSCPCI1,I4+2)-PCI3,RMDCI4,2>+3))>D5*MIN'P
(Hi I4+2),PCI3,RMDCI4,2)+3)> THEN 3580
3570 GOTO 3610
3580 A3<Al,2>=IP<MINiPai, 14+2), PU3, RMDCI4,2)+3))
>
3590 A9<Ai,2)=A9<Ai,2)+IP<MAX<P<Ili14+2),Pi 13,RMDC
I4,2)+3)))/100
3600 U3=l & BOTO 3620
3610 A9CA1,2) = CPCI1, I4+2)+PC13,RMDCI4,2)+3))/2
3620 NEXT 13
3630 NEXT II
3640 !
3650 !
3Ê60 IF E2=0 THEN 3820
3670 !
3680 FOR 11=1 TO PÍO,5)
3690 FOR 13=1 TO PÍO,6)
3700 IF ABSCPC11,14+4)-PC13,RMDC14,2)+5))< =D4 THEN
A2=A2+1 ELSE 3780
3710 A9CA2,3) = CPCI1, 14+4)+PC13,RMDC14,2)+5))/2
3720 IF ABSCPCI1, I4+6)-PCI3, RMDC 14, 2).+7) ) >D5*MINCP
ill,14+6),PCI3,RMDCI4,2)+7)) THEN 3740
3730 BOTO 3770
3740 A9CA2,4) = IPCMINCPCI1,14+6) , PCI3,RMDCI4, 2)+7))
)
3750 A9CA2,4)=A9CA2,4)+IPCMAXCPCI1,14+6),PC 13, RMDC
I4,2)+7)))/100
3760 U3=l © GOTO 3780
3770 A9CA2,4)=CPCIl,I4+6)+PCI3,RMDCI4,2)+7))/2
3780 NEXT 13
3790 NEXT II
3800 !
3810 !
3820 A9C0,1)=A1
3830 FOR I1=A1+1 TO 5
3840" A9CI1,1)=O @ A9CI1,2)=O
3850 NEXT II
3860 !
3870 A9C0,3)=A2
3880 FOR I1=A2+1 TO 5
3B90 A9CI1,3)=O @ A9CI1,4)=O
3900 NEXT II
3910 !
3920 !
3930 IF A1=O AND A2=0 OR ABSCA1-A2)>D7 THEN 498O
3940 FOR 11=0 TO MAXCAl,A2)-2
3950 A7CIl,0)=A9CIl+2,l)-A9CIl+2,2)/2-CA9CIl+l,l)+
A9CIl+l,2)/2)
3960 A7CIl,l)=A9<:il+2,3)-A9CIl+2,4)/2-CA'áCIl + l,
A9CIl+l,4)/2)
3970 NEXT II
3980 !
3990 !
4000 !
4010 FOR 11=0 TO 3
4020 IF A7CI1,OX=DO AND A9CIl+2,l)ttO THEN 4070
4030 IF A7CI1,1X=DO AND A9Í11+2,3)#0 THEN 4160
•4040 NEXT II
4050 SOTO 4250

consec scans ?

same position D4

change in ext, D5

e2

merge

both eyes ? D7



f i:>+A9Ul+2,
4060 !
4070 A9CI1 + 1, l
4080 A9CIl + l,2
4090 FOR 13=11+2 TO Al
4100 A9CI3,1)=A9CI3+1,1)
4110 A9U3,2>=A9<:i3+l,2:>
4120 A9CA9C0,1),1J=O @ A9(A9<0,1),23=0
4130 A9Í0,13=A9CO,13-1
4140 NEXT 13
4150 GOTO 4030
41G0 A9CIl+l,3) = (A9ÍIl + l,3>+A9ai+2,3)
4170 A9CI1 + 1,4)=A9(I1 + 1,43+A9U 1+2, 4>+A7«:i 1, 1)
41B0 FOR 13=11+2 TO A2
4190 A9a3,3)=A9a3+l,3)
4200 A9CI3,4)=A9CI3+1,4>
4210 A9CA9<0,3),3)=0 @ A9CA9C0,3),43=0
4220 A9C0,3)=A9C033)-l
4230 NEXT 13
4240 GOTO 4040
4250 !
4£60 Q1=O @ Q2=0
4270 IF A1=0 AND A2=0 OR ABSÍA1-A2)>D7 THEN 4980
4280 PRINT " 2nd-scan-No : ";L3
4290 PRINT " from ";N1;" to ";N2
4300 PRINT "events";TAB<83;" C " ; A9C0,1 ) ; TABC15) ; "
-";A9C0,3);" )";" at :"
4310 FOR 11 = 1 TO MAXCAgCOfD.AgCOiS))
4320 PRINT A9CIl,l);A9CIi,2)fTABC15);"-"}A9CII,3)f
A9<I1,4>
4330 Q1=Q1+A9CI1,2) @ Q2=Q2+A9CI1,4)
4340 NEXT II
4350 Q1=IPÍC!1*1OOOO/R1)/1OO
4360 IF Q1M000 THEN G!l = l
4370 Q2=IP<Q2*10000/R3)/100
4380 IF Q2>1000 THEN Q2=l
4390 PRINT "pe-rct. alarms atrib. :11,Q1;";Q2
4400 PRINT
4410 !
4420 U4=U4+1
4430 Í
4440 !
4450 !
44GO ON ERROR BOTO 4540
4470 Ll*=VAL*CLi:>
4480 F*=Ll*?i"-"?<D$S/.".ET"
4490 CREATE F*,1+IPÍ1.5+4*<N/32)>
4500 F1=0
4510 OFF ERROR
4520 !
4530 GOTO 4590
4540 OFF ERROR © F1=ERRN
4550 IF F1=63 THEN L1=L1+1O @ GOTO 44&0
4560 IF Fl=128 THEN PRINT ALL ELSE 4590
4570 CAT ".ET" © NORMAL © COPY ".ET" TO ":T"
4580 PURGE "DUMMY.ET",0 © CREATE "DUMMY.ET",1
TO 4460
4590 ASSIGN« 1 TO F*

!

@ GO

4600
4610 IF E2=-l THEN 4&90
4620 MOVE N/20,9 © LABEL LI*«?1

4630 IF U3=l THEN MOVE N/20,7
xt. "
4G40 COPY
4650 PRINT
46G0 PRINT "
4670.PRINT

LABEL "change in e

store scan



4680
4630
4700
4710
DO, Dl
4720
4730
4740
4750
4760
4770
4780
4790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4BBO
4890
4900
4310
4320
4330
4940
4950
49&0
4970
4980
5080
5090
5100
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170
518O
5 i 90
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5250
5260
5270
5280

PRINT
PRINT
i

PRINT* 1 ; DATE+MDY<D1*>,TIME,Li,L3,Ni,N2,SI,
, D2, D3, D4,D5,D6,D7,D8,D9
PRINT« 1 ; E2,Ri,R2,R3,R4,U3,U4
FOR J=0 TO 5
PRINT« 1 ; A9CJ,1),A9CJ,2)
NEXT J
FOR J=0 TO 5
PRINT« 1 ; A9«J,3>,A9<J,4)
NEXT J
FOR J=N1+1 TO N2
PRINT« 1 ; ACJ,1) !
NEXT J
FOR J=N1+1 TO N2
PRINT« 1 ; BCJ.l) !
NEXT J
PRINT« 1 ; INF
FOR J=Nl+i TO N2
PRINT« 1 ; ACJ,O>
NEXT J
FOR J=N1+1 TO N2
PRINT« 1 ; BCJ,O>
NEXT J
ASSIGN« 1 TO *
GOTO 5150

U4=l

IF L3=i THEN 5110 ELSE 5130
F*="B "&VAL*<L3)&" -.ET"
6ST0RE FÍ
IF L3=3 THEN 4460
I
IF -2000+CN+Bl + l>*SK=2047 THEN 5200
IF TIME-B2<-83950 THEN B2=84000-B2
WAIT B2+200p*15-TIME
Q=FNMC-CCB1+1>*S1)-6OÖ)
IF E2#0 THEN G!=FNN «:-• < CB1 + 1 )*S1 )-608)
B2=TIME
IF U4>=D6 THEN L3=0 @ GOTO 1480
i

IF ABSCA1-A2)>D7 OR A1=O OR A2=0 THEN 6340

Z4=l Ê Z5=0 § U5=0 © U6=383.33333333/384
PRINT MDY*<DATE+MDY<D1*));" ";HMS*CTIME);

D6

D7

5230 PRINT
5300 F1 *=L 1 *& " * " SÍD*?V. ". ET "
5310 !
5320 CREATE F1*,1,432
5330 ASSIGN« 1 TO Fl$
5340 !
5350 PRINT« 1 ; L1,L3
5360 !
5370 GCLEAR
5380 IF G1/G2Í4/3 THEN 5430
5390 SCALE O,Gi,0,61*3/4
5400 XAXIS 0,1 & XAXIS G2,1

entry in •'--*—« - file

•—» list for inspectors



5410 YAXIS 0,1,0,62 @ YAXIS Gl,l,0,G2
5420 GOTO 5460
5430 SCALE O,G2*4/3,O,G2
5440 XAXIS O,l,O,Gi <â XAXIS G2,1,O,G1
5450 YAXIS 0,1 @ YAXIS Gl,l
5460 !
5470 !
5480 FOR Zl=l TO A9(0,l)
5490 FOR Z2=l TO A9Í0.3)
5500 !
5510 GG=G1*SIN(PI/2*U6/N*A9(Z2,3))/SIN(PI-PI/2*U6/
N*(N-A9(Zi,1))-PI/2*U6/N*A9(Z2,3))
5520 GB=G6*C0S(PI/2*U6/N* CN-A9( Z1, 1 ) ) )
5530 IF G8>G1 THEN BEEP @ GOTO 6100
5540 B9=G6*SIN(PI/2*U6/N*(N-A9(Z1,1)))
5550 IF 69>62 THEN BEEP @ GOTO 6100
5560 G7=SQR CB9A2+(G1-G8)A2)
5570 G3=G6*PI/4*U6/N*A9( Z1, 2)
5580 G4=G7*PI/4*U6/N*A9(Z2, 4)
5590 !
5600 MOVE G8,G9
5610 IMOVE 0,.l © IDRAW 0,-.2
5620 IMOVE .1*4/3,-1 @ IDRAW -C.2*4/3),0
5630 G3=IP(63*1000)/10
5640 G4=IP(64*1000)/10
5650 Í
5660 S5=A9(Zl,l)+A9CZl,2)/2
5670 S6=A9(Zl,l)-A9(Zl,2)/2
5S80 S7=A9 < Z2,3> +A9(Z2,4)/2
5690 S8=A9CZ2,3)-A9(Z2, 4.1/2
5700 A7 C 0,0)=G1*TAN C PI/2*U6/N*S7)/(TAN(PI/2*U6-PI/
2*U6/N*SS>+TAN(PI/2*U6/N*S7))
5710 A7C0, l)=TANCPI/2*U6-P.I/2*U6/N*S6)*A7(0,0>
5720 A7(l,0)=Gl*TAN(PI/2*U6/N*S8)/(TAN(PI/2*U6-PI/
2*U6/N*S6)+TAN C PI/2*U6/N*S8))
5730 A7<1,1)=TAN(PI/2*U6-PI/2*U6/N*S6)*A7(1,0)
5740 A7(2,0)=61*TAN(PI/2*U6/N*S8)/(TAN C PI/2*U6-PI/
2*U6/N*S5)+TAN(PI/2*UG/N*S8))
5750 A7(2,1)=TAN(PI/2*U6-PI/2*UG/N*S5)*A7(2,0)
5760 A7C3,0)=Gl*TAN(PI/2*U6/N*S7)/(TAN(PI/2*U6-PI/
2*U6/N*S5)+TAN(PI/2*U6/N*S7))
5770 A7C3,1)=TAN(PI/2*U6-PI/2*U6/N*S5)*A7(3,0)
57SO ! max. distorted area ###
57.90 MOVE A7 ( O, O ) , A7 ( 0, 1 )
5800 DRAW A7(l,0),A7(l,l)
5810 DRAW A7(2,0),A7(2,l)
5820 DRAW A7(3,O),A7(3,1)
5830 DRAW A7Í0,O),A7(0,1)
5840 i
S850 GB=INTCG8*100)/100
5860 G9=INT(69*100)/100
5870 !
5880 !
5890 A7(0,0)=S0.R((A7(0, 0)-A7(2,0))'-2+(A7(0, D-A7Í2
,l))'-2)
5900 A7C0, l)=SQR((A7(l,0)-A7(3,0))'v2+CA7(l, D-A7Í3
,1))A2)
5910 !
5920 !
5930 IF MAX(G3,G4:i/MIN(63,G4)>D8 THEN 6050
5940 IF MAX(A7(0,0),A7(0,1))>D9 THEN 6050
5950 !
5960 PRINT "incident"fZ4;": X=";GB;TAB(22);",";" Y
= "jG9
5961 PRINT
5962.PRINT "posit.:";

map of pool

inside ?

shape 1)8
extension



5364 IF G8<5.2 THEN PRINT CHR*<IPCG8*5)+97);
5966 IF G8>=5.2 THEN PRINT CHR*<IP<G8*5)+39);
5968 PRINT "/" ; IP<G9*5:>+1

5970 U5=U5+1
5980 PRINTtt 1 ; GB,G9
5S30 PRINT
Ê000 !
6010 Z4=Z4+1
6020 GOTO 6100
6030 !
6040 !
6050 PRINT G3;TABC7);";";G4;TABa6>5-GS;TAB<:22);11/
11 ; -69
6060 PRINT# 1 ; -G8,-G9
6070 MOVE G8-G1*.0015,G9-G2*.0018 @ LABEL ""
6080 PRINT
6090 Z5=Z5+1
6100 NEXT Z2
6110 NEXT Zl
6120 !
6*130 '
6140 FOR Z6=Z4+Z5 TO 25
6150 PRINT* 1 ; 0,0
6160 NEXT Z6
6170 !
6180 PRINT# 1 ; DATE+MDYCDl*) , TIME
6190 !
6200 ASSIGN« 1 TO *
6210 !
6220 PRINT @ PRINT
6230 PRINT L1*;"*";D*
6240 !
6250 PRINT © PRINT
6260 IF U5<1 THEN 6310
6270 PRINT " > Y-axis >"
6280 MOVE 0,0 @ LABEL "el"
6290 MOVE Sl-1,0 @ LABEL "e2"
6300 COPY
6310 PRINT © PRINT
6320 PRINT "********************************"
6330 PRINT © PRINT
6340 !
6341 ON ERROR GOTO 6350
6342 IF RMDCL3,50)=l THEN F2*=L1*V+"&VAL*<:L3)?<". E
T',1 S CREATE F2*, 10,50
6344 IF A1=0 AND A2=0 THEN ASSIGN« 2 TO F2* ELSE 6
349
6345 PRINT» 2,RMDCL3,50) } XI,X2,X3,X5,X6,X7
6346 ASSIGN« 2 TO *
6347 PRINT "elmS^" ; IP<Xi*iOO>/100;"d=";IPCX2/.0384
)/100; "niD="; IP< 195959.1794*X3A.5/X1 )/100
634B PRINT "S="jIP(X5*100)/100;"d=";IPCX6/.0384)/l
00;IImD=";IPC195959.1794*X7/-.5/X5)/iOO @ PRINT
6349 OFF ERROR @ GOTO 6260
6350 OFF ERROR G F1=ERRN
6352 IF Fl=128 THEN PRINT ALL ELSE 6359
';:,354 CAT ".ET" «S .NORMAL @ COPY ".ET" TO ":T"
6356 PURGE "LUMMY. ET ",0 @ CREATE "DUMMY. ËT", 1 <ä CR
EATE F2$,10,50 Ê GOTO 6341
6359 PRINT "err or :";Fij"PAUSE ! ! !"
6360 IF W=l THEN 220
6370 !
6380 !
£.390 GOTO 1520
6400 !

mean values

end of main loop



16 2-1
H

incident 1 •• X= 7.14 , Y= 13.84

P O S i î. •Js 70

C o n t .

•
; £410

£420
• £430
• 6440
• £450
• G4G0
^1 £470
• £480
• £430
• £500
• £510
• £520
• £530
• £540
• | £550
• 6560
• £570
• £580
• £590
• 6600
• ££10
• ££20
• ££30
• 6640
• 6650
• £££0
• ££70
• ££80
• ££90
• £700
• £710
• | £720
• \ £730
• £740
• £750
• £760
• £770
• £780

S790

END
i

i

•

CLEAR
PRINT "*""•* registered incidents "

PRINT
!
I=CURSROW S J=I
CAT ".ET"
ALPHA 1+4,1
OFF CURSOR
i

!

AREAD K4C1,103
!
FDR Z£=l TO 10
IF "*"=K*[:Z£,Z£3 THEN ££20
NEXT Z£
60T0 £920
PRINT "filename is : "5K*
!
ON ERROR GOTO £990
ASSIGNS 1 TO K*t 1,1038t11.ET"
OFF ERROR
READ# 1 ; T O
READ# 1 ; F1,F2
1

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT MDYüXFi);" ";HMS*<F2> ; " '•
PRINT
PRINT "scan No: ";TCO,0); TAB<24);"X / Y"
PRINT
1

1

ZG=O
FOR Z7=l TO 25

key # 5 "files"

£800 IF TCZ7,0)=0 AND TCZ7,1)=O THEN £880
6810 IF SGN<T<:Z7,O)>=~1 THEN £820 ELSE £850
£820 ZG=Z£+1
ÊB30" PRINT " not counted : "; TCZ7,0) ; TABC26) ; "/
";TCZ7,1>
£840 SOTO £8£0
GS50 PRINT "
2£);"/";TÍZ7,l)
6B£0 NEXT Z7
£870 !
£880 PRINT
6890 PRINT

incident"}Z7-Z£;":"}TCZ7,0);TAB<

11 -lí -A- -J.- -J.' • f.* -J-* • J.< 'X- • J.' -if '4.- 'J.' 'JJ -Jf •J.- •X- -4.- -J.* •J.- •X- •!.• ••!•' *>!•• • J.* •+• >J-> -J.* -i- 4 * 4 * '•(•' ••(•• • I
>T- «T- *T* •!'• •¥• -T- •+• -T- "T- 'V- *T- -T- -T1 •!'• >T* >T* *T* • !'• -T- >T> *V *T* 'I'* -T- -T- -T- *T- -T• •+• -T- -T- 'T*

£900 PRINT
6910 ASSIGN»

1 = 1 + 1
1

IF I-J>63 THEN 7010
1

TO *
£920
£930
£940
6950
£960 GOTO £520
£970 !
6980 !
6990 OFF ERROR
7000 IF ERRN-6£ OR ERRN-67 THEN 7010
7010 CLEAR
7020 DISP "new key s"
7030 KEY LABEL
7040-!



H H

1 L
-H H

389-2 C o n t .

POS i X . -h'-' 2T
+ + + -r* + -r + + + + H

incic*nt 3 •• >•!= S. 69 , Y= 8.49

Fosix. =R/ 43

7050 RETURN
7060 !
7070 CLEAR
7100 IF Wl=0 THEN 7130
7110 Q=FNMCS1*16) © Q=FNNtSl*lfi>
7120 WAIT Sl*16*15
7130 DISP "position: y;= , y= ;Cm3";
7140 INPUT X4.X8
7150 W5=ATN<X8/X4)
7160 W&=ATN<X8/<:G1-X4>>
7170 S3=4G00-W5*4600/CPI/2)
7172 IF FP<S3)*iO>=5 THEN S3=IPCS3)+1 ELSE S3=IP(S
3)
7180 S4=W6*4G00/(PI/2)
7182 IF FP<S3)*10>=5 THEN S4=IP(S4)+1 ELSE S4=IPCS
4)
7190 DISP USINB 7240 -, 1.S3/12
7200 DISP USING 7250
7210 DISP © DISP
7220 DISP USINB 7240 j 2,S4/12
7230 DISP USINB 7250
7240 IMAGE "Steps of eye" , X, D, X, ";, ", 2X, 3D
7250 IMAGE 18X,3<."-")
7260 Z8=0 © Z9=0
7270 IF S3>2000 THEN 7280 ELSE 7230
7280 Z8=Z8+1 @ S3=S3-2000 © SOTO 7270
7290 IF S4>2000 THEN 7300 ELSE 7310
7300 Z9=Z9+1 © S4=S4-2000 © 60TO 7290
7310 IF Z8>=1 THEN Q=FNM<2000)
7320 IF Z3>=1 THEN Q=FNNC200O)
7330 IF Z8 OR Z9 THEN WAIT 25000
7340 IF Z8=2 THEN Q=FNI"K2000>
7350 IF Z9=2 THEN Q=FNNC2000)
7360 IF Z8=2 OR Z9=2 THEN WAIT 25000 '
7370 Q=FNMCS3) © Q=FNN<B4>
7380 WAIT MAXCS3,S4)*15
7390 DISP "continue ?" © PAUSE
7400 IF ZS>=1 THEN Q=FNM<-2000)
7410 IF Z9>=1 THEN B=FNNC-2000J
7420 IF Z8 OR Z9 THEN WAIT 25000
7430 IF Z8=2 THEN Q=FNM<-2000)
7440 IF Z9=2 THEN Q=FNNC-200O)
745& IF Z8=2 OR Z9=2 THEN WAIT 25000
7460 Q=FNM(-S3) © D=FNNC-S4)
7470 WAIT MAXCS3,S4)*15
7480 IF W1#O THEN Q=FNMC-<S1*16))
7485 IF W1#O THEN Q=FNNC-(S1*1G))
7487 WAIT S1*1G*15
7490 Q=FNM<-200) © Q=FNNt-200) <ä WAIT 3000
7500 Q=FNMC200) © Q=FNN0200) © WAIT 3000
7510 RETURN
8050 RETURN
8060 !
8070 !
8080 ! ******
£3090 ! FNA konvertiert die eingelesenen ADC- Werte
-> Volt

8100 !
8110 DEF FNAÍX) = CX+327G8-2048*<SGN<X+30720.5)+i)
)*.00S
8120 !
8130 ! ******
O140 ! FNM bewegt den stepping rfiotor um Z Sch r i t t e
8150 !
8160 DEF FNMm
8200 IF Z<0 THEN Z==2048+ABSCZ>

key # 6 "détail"
see extra pages

key # 8 "show"

functions



incident 1 • K= &. 62 .. Y= 13.69

POS i\. -Rs 69

130-1 C o n t .

-4000,12288+Z

-4000,24576+Z

******
Iiest Wert vom scanner -Kanal

8210 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1
8220 OUTPUT 9 USING "#,W"
8230 FNM-1
8240 FN END
8250 DEF FNNCZ)
8251 IF Z<0 THEN Z=2048-Z
8252 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1
8253 OUTPUT 9 USING "tt,W"
8254 FNN=1
8255 FN END
8260 !
8270 !
8280 ! F N S m
8290 !
8300 DEF FNSd)
8310 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1
8320 OUTPUT 9 USING "#,W" $ -4064,1,-3920
8330 CONTROL 9,4 ; 255
8340 OUTPUT 9 USING "#,W" } 4096
8350 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63
8360 ENTER 9 USING "ö.W" ; X
8370 X=FNA(X)
8380 ON 1+1 GOTO 8390,8400,8390,8420
8390 FNS=X @ GOTO 8430
8400 FNS=145*X
8410 GOTO 8430
8420 FNS=135*X
8430 FN END
8440 !
8450 ! ******
8460 ! FNP setzt die Hochspannungan der Diodel C O
... 520 V >

8470 !
8480 DEF FNPCV)
8490 IF V>580 THEN 8510
8500 IF V#0 THEN 8530
8510 DISP "Hochspannung" @
8520 IF V>580 THEN 8510
8530 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1
8540 OUTPUT 9 USING "tt,W" ¡
3.75)
8550 FNP=1
8560 FN END
8570 !
8580 !
8590 DEF FNGKV) ! Diode 2
8600 IF V>580 THEN 8620
8610 IF V#0 THEN 8640
8620 DISP "Hochspannung" @ INPUT V
8630 IF V>580 THEN 8620
8640 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1

INPUT V

-4000,10240+ C V*1.25+17

8650 OUTPUT 9 USING "#,W"
1)
8660 FNO=1
8670 FN END

-4000,22528+ C1.14*V+21



530 !
540 CLEAR <ä DISP "STEPS e2:";@ INPUT Z
550 Q=FNNCZ)
560 KEY LABEL
570 DIBP "select new key"
580 RETURN
590 !

V

VAR OCCURS IN_L jN5
AC,) 20 ,1890 ,1940 ,1970

1990 ,2000 ,2000 ,2000
2000 ,2010 ,2O10 ,2010
2010 ,2010 ,2020 ,2020
2020 ,2020 ,2020 ,2220
2220 ,2230 ,2250 ,2250
4800 ,4870

B C ) 20 ,800 ,800 ,1440
1900 ,1950 ,1980 ,2280
2290 ,2290 ,2290 ,2290
2300 ,2300 ,2300 ,2300
2300 ,2310 ,2310 ,2310
2310 ,2310 ,2510 ,2510
2520 ,2560 ,2560 ,4830
4900

C C,) 20 ,660 ,660 ,2180
2190 ,2470 ,2480 ,2730
2730 ,2740 ,2750 ,2750
2780 ,2780 ,2790 ,2820
2820 ,2830 ,2860 ,2360
2870 ,3000 ,3000 ,3010
3020 ,3020 ,3050 ,3050
3060 ,3090 ,3090 ,3100
3130 ,3130 ,3140

PC,) 20 ,700 ,700 ,2740
2790 ,2830 ,2870 ,2890
2890 ,2910 ,2920 ,2920
3010 ,3060 ,3100 ,3140
3160 ,3160 ,3180 ,3190
3190 ,3340 ,3360 ,3520
3530 ,3540 ,3540 ,3550
3550 ,3560 ,3560 ,3560
3560 ,3580 ,3580 ,3590
3590 ,3610 ,3610 ,3680
3690 ,3700 ,3700 ,3710
3710 ,3720 ,3720 ,3720
3720 ,3740 ,3740 ,3750
3750 ,3770. ,3770

A9 C,) 20 , 700 ,3550 ,3580
3590 ,3590 ,3610 ,3710
3740 ,3750 ,3750 ,3770

- 3820 ,3840 ,3840 ,3870
! 3890 ,3890 ,3950 ,3950

3950 ,3950 ,3960 ,3960
3960 ,3960 ,4020 ,4030
4070 ,4070 ,4070 ,4080
4080 ,4080 ,4100 ,4100
4110 ,4110 ,4120 ,4120
4120 ,4120 ,4130 ,4130
4160 ,4160 ,4160 ,4170
4170 ,4170 ,4190 ,4190
4200 ,4200 ,4210 ,4210
4210 ,4210 ,4220 ,4220
4300 ,4300 ,4310 ,4310
4320 ,4320 ,4320 ,4320

t 4330 ,4330 ,4740 ,4740
4770 ,4770 ,5480 ,5490
5510 ,5510 ,5510 ,5520
5540 ,5570 ,5580 ,5660
5660 ,5670 ,5670 ,5680
5680 ,5690 ,5690

T C ) 20 ,6670 ,6740 ,6800

6800 ,6810 ,6830 ,6830
6850 ,6850

A7C) 20 ,740 ,740 ,3950



1170 DIHP
USO DISP "NÍ=";N1J"@N2=";N2Í"@S1=";S1
1130 DISP
1200 DISP "Dl=";Dl;"eD2=";D2;"©D3=";D3
1210 DISP
1220 DISP "D4=";D4;"©D5=";D5;11@D6=";D6
1230 DISP
1240 DISP "E2=";E2;" @D7=";D7;"@D0="}D8

V

TÍO
NI

N2

Bi

N3
Wl

Ti*
Di*

Fl

II

3960 ,4020 ,4030 ,4080
4170 ,5700 ,5710 ,5710
5720 ,5730 ,5730 ,5740
5750 ,5750 ,5760 ,5770
5770 ,5790 ,5790 ,5800
5800 ,5810 ,5810 ,5820
5820 ,5830 ,5830 ,5890
5890 ,5890 ,5890 ,5890
5900 ,5900 ,5900 ,5900
5900 ,5940 ,5940
20
100 ,1180 ,1360 ,1370
1450 ,1460 ,1480 ,1610
1830 ,1880 ,4290 ,4710
4790 ,4820 ,4860 ,4890
100 ,1180 ,1450 ,1460
1610 ,1830 ,2000 ,2000
2290 ,4290 ,4710 ,4790
4820 ,4860 ,4890
100 ,1460 ,1470 ,1830
2080 ,2080 ,2090 ,2100
2370 ,2370 ,2380 ,2390
2620 ,2620 ,3380 ,3390
3390 ,5150 ,5180 ,5190
100 ,1350 ,1360 ,1480
120 ,1010 ,1080 ,7100
7< i ,7485
180 ,190
180 ,1630 ,4710 ,5280
6180
350 ,360 ,370 ,4500
4540 ,4550 ,4560 ,6350
6352 ,6359 ,6680 ,6720
460 ,470 ,540 ,550
1850 ,1900 ,1920 ,1950
1952 ,1980 ,1980 ,2320
2320 ,2340 ,2510 ,2520
2560
470 ,550 ,990 ,1000
1110 ,1120 ,1130 ,1140
1320 ,1330 ,1370 , 1460
1470 ,1860 ,1870 ,2080
2090 ,2120 ,2120 ,2370
2380 ,2410 ,2410 ,2620
2630 ,2640 ,3390 ,3420
3430 ,5180 ,5190 ,7110
7110 ,7310 ,7320 ,7340
7350 ,7370 ,7370 ,7400
7410 ,7430 ,7440 ,7460
7460 ,7480 ,7485 ,7490
7490 ,7500 ,7500
650 ,660 ,660 ,670
2720 ,2730 ,2730 ,2740
2750 ,2750 ,2780 ,2780
2790 ,2820 ,2820 ,2830
2860 ,2860 ,2870 ,2940
2990 ,3000 ,3000 ,3010
3020 ,3020 ,3050 ,3050
3060 ,3030 ,3090 ,3100
3130 ,3130 ,3140 ,3210
3520 ,3540 ,3550 ,3560
3560 ,3580 ,3590 ,3610
3630 ,3680 ,3700 ,3710
3720 ,3720 ,3740 ,3750
3770 ,3790 ,3830 ,3840
3840 ,3850 ,3880 ,3890



1BJ.Ô ! «««««««««««<«
1820 !
1830 FOR J=-B1+IM1 TO N2
1840 Y=FNS<0)
1850 IF E2«0 THEN Z=FNSC2>
I860-Q=FNMCSD

tiegin of

scan forward,

measuring loop

12

13

E2

ei

u
V
Li

N

SI

B2

3890 ,3900 ,3940 ,3950
3950 ,3950 ,3950 ,3950
3960 ,3960 ,3960 ,"3960
3960 ,3970 ,4010 ,4020
4020 ,4030 ,4030 ,4040
4070 ,4070 ,4070 ,4080
40B0 ,4080 ,4080 ,4090
4160 ,4160 ,4160 ,4170
4170 ,4170 ,4170 ,4180
4310 ,4320 ,4320 ,4320
4320 ,4330 ,4330 ,4340
680 ,700 ,700 ,700
720 ,730 ,740 ,740
750 ,790 ,800 ,800
810
690 ,700 ,700 ,700
710 ,3530 ,3540 ,3550
3560 ,3560 ,3580 ,3590
3610 ,3620 ,3690 ,3700
3710 ,3720 ,3720 ,3740
3750 ,3770 ,3780 ,4090
4100 ,4100 ,4110 ,4110
4140 ,4180 ,4190 ,4190
4200 ,4200 ,4230
770 ,780 ,1240 ,1440
1470 ,1590 ,1730 ,185Q
1870 ,1900 ,1910 ,1910
1920 ,1950 ,i960 ,1960
1980 ,2040 ,2040 ,2090
2120 ,2260 ,2330 ,2500
2640 ,2960 ,3270 ,3430
3470 ,3660 ,4610 ,4720
519.0
830 ,5380 ,5390 ,5390
5410 ,5440 ,5440 ,5450
5510 ,5530 ,5560 ,5700

. 5720 ,5740 ,5760 ,6070
•* 6290 ,7160

830 ,5380 ,5400 ,5410
5410 ,5430 ,5430 ,5440
5550 ,6070
850 ,990 ,1320
860 ,1000 ,1330
880 ,1160 ,1520 , 1520
1540 ,4470 ,4550 ,4550
4710 ,5350
880 ,1440 ,1450 ,1460
1680 ,1700 ,1720 ,2620
2620 ,3380 ,3390 ,3390
4490 ,4620 ,4630 ,5150
5510 ,5510 ,5510 ,5510
5520 ,5520 ,5540 ,5540
5570 ,5580 ,5700 ,5700
5700 ,5710 ,5720 ,5720
5720 ,5730 ,5740 ,5740
5740 ,5750 ,5760 ,5760
5760 ,5770
880 ,1180 ,1370 ,1460
1470 ,18£0 ,1870 ,2080
2080 ,2090 ,2100 ,2370
2370 ,2380 ,2390 ,2620
2620 ,3380 ,3390 ,3390
4710 ,5150 ,5180 ,5190
7110 ,7110 ,7120 ,7480
7485 ,7487
880 ,1740 ,1740 ,1740



-BfJ,O))+BCJ»O)
2310 M5=D2/100*(MINCBCJ,0)fMINCBCJ-liO),BCJ+lfO))>
-B<JtO))+BÍJf0)
2320 IF M4>=Z AND M5<=Z THEN 2560 ELSE BEEP 240, l:¿
0
2330 IF E2=2 THEN 23-10 ELSE 2350
2340 MDVE J,-4 <S LABEL "

l>

w
L3

U3

1 DO

m
D2

D3

*

D4

D5

D6
D7

DS
D3
Rl

R2

R3

•
R4

U4

Al

A2

XI

1750
3400
51 GO
890 ,
6360
890 ,
1520
1930
2270
3330
5110
6342
890 ,
3760
900 ,
4710
910 ,
4710
910 ,
2300
920 ,
2750
2830
3020
3100
930 ,
4710
940 ,
4710
950 ,
960 ,
4710
970 ,
980 ,
1260
2060
3250
1260
2740
2830
2870
2910
3340
1260
2350
3280
1260
3010
3100
3140
3180
3360
1280
4720
1520
35B0
3820
3340
5230
1520
3740
3870
3940
5230
1522
6347

, 2650
,3410
,5160
1020 ,

1160 ,
, 1520
,2160
, 2450
, 4280
,5130
,6342
1280 ,
, 4630
1160 ,

1200 ,

1200 ,
,2310
1200 ,
, 2760
, 2840
, 3030
,3110
1220 ,

1220 ,

1220 ,
1240 ,
, 5230
1240 ,
1280 ,
,1520
,2190
, 4350
, 1520
,2790
, 2830
, 2870
, 2920
, 3470
,1520
, 2480
,4370
, 1520
, 3060
,3100
,3140
,3190
, 3480
, 1480
,4980
, 3540
,3590
, 3830
, 4090
, 5230
, 3700
, 3750
, 3880
,4180
, 5230
, 1942
, 6347

, 3400
, 3440
,5170
1070 ,

1440 ,
, 1530
,2180
, 2470
,4710
,5210
,6345
2710 ,
, 4720
4020 ,

1990 ,

2010 ,
,4710
2660 ,
, 2790
, 2960
, 3060
,4710
3540 ,

3560 ,

4710 ,
3930 ,

4710 ,
4710 ,
, 2060
, 2660
, 4720
, 2740
, 2790
,2830
, 2890
, 2920
,3480
, 2350
, 2960
,4720
,3010
, 3060
,3100
,3160
,3190
, 4720
, 4420
,5210
, 3540
, 3590
, 3930
, 4270
, 6344
, 3700
, 3750
, 3930
, 4270
, 6344
, 1942

, 3400
,5160
, 5200
1090

1450
, 1630
, 2220
,2510
,5100
, 5350

3600

4030

2280

2020

2740
,2800
,3010
, 3070

3700

3720

5210
4270

593O
5940
, 2060
,2720

, 2740
, 2790
, 2S70
, 2890
, 3250
, 4720
, 2350
, 2990

,3010
, 3060
,3140
,3160
, 3280

, 4420

, 3550
,3610
, 3930
,4270

,3710
, 3770
, 3930
, 4270

, 6345



i
2880 IF Ul=i THEN 2830 ELSE 2930
2890 P<R2,I4)=IPCP<R2,I4))+U2/2 Q Ul=0 ! center of
response A#tt#A , length

2900 DISP
2910 PCR2,I4+2)=U2+1
2920 DISP "pos.,ext.:";P<R2,I4>;" ,";P(R2,14+2);"<

: X2

X3

X5

X6

X7

14

t

LI*

D *

F *

J

•

Y

MO

M3

Ml
M2
B3

M4

1522
G347
1522
&347
1524
G348
1524
6348
1524
6348
1530
2870
2920
3100
3180
3360
3550
3560
3590
3700
3720
3740
3770
1540
4620
1550
5300
1560
5110
1830
1910
1970
1970
1980
2010
2020
2020
2080
2220
2250
2300
2310
2340
2380
2510
2570
4750
4780
4820
4870
4910
1840
1942
2030
2250
1940
1970
1950
1980
2010
2020
2070
2100
2370
2420
2300

, 1944

,1946

,1952
,6348
, 1954

,1956

, 2740
, 2890
, 2920
,3140
,3190
, 3540
, 3560
, 3580
,3610
,3710
,3720
, 3750

,1560
, 5300
, 1560
, 6230
, 4480
,5120
, 1880
, 1920
, 1970
,1980
, 1980
,2010
, 2020
, 2050
, 2090
,2220
, 2280
, 2300
,2310
,2340
, 2390
, 2520
, 4730
, 4760
,4790
, 4830
, 4880
, 6500
, 1890
, 1970
, 2050

, 1944
,1990
,1934
, 2280
, 2030
, 2030
, 2080
,2130
, 2370
, 2420
,2320

, 1944

,1946

,1952

,1954

, 1956

, 2790
, 2890
,3010
,3160
,3190
,3540
,3560
, 3580
,3610
,3710
,3720
, 3750

, 4470
, 6230
, 4480

, 4490

, 1890
, 1940
, 1970
, 1980
, 1990
,2010
, 2020
, 2050
,2100
, 2230
, 2300
, 2300
,2310
, 2370
, 2480
, 2560
, 4740
, 4770
, 4800
, 4840
, 4890
, 6940
,1910
, 1970
,2220

,1946

,1956

, 2080
,2130
, 2380

,6345

,6345

,6345

, <^45

,6345

,2830
,2910
, 3060
,3160
,3340
, 3*550
, 3560
, 3590
, 3700
,3720
, 3740
, 3770

,4480
,6342
,4620

, 4590

, 1900
, 1950
, 1970
, 1980
,2010
,2010
, 2O2O
, 2080
,2190
, 2250
, 2300
,2310
,2310
,2370
,2510
, 2560
, 4740
, 4770
,4810
, 4860
, 4900

, 1940
, 2030
,2230

,1970

, 1980

.

, 2090
, 2360
, 2390



3430 IF E2tt0 THEN GNFNNC-2000)
3440 B2=TIME
3450 !
3460 !
3470 IF E2=0 AND R2=0 THEN 4980
3480 IF R2=0 AND R4=0 THEN 4980
34 90 !

M5
Ul

U2

Ql

Q2

Z4

Z5
U5
U6

*

Fi*
ZI

Z2

G6
G8

G9

G7
G3 -

G4

S5

S6

S7

SB

Z6

F2*
I

K *
F2
Z7

X4

2310
2710
2790
2870
3010
3100
3150
2710
2910
3000
4260
4350
4260
4370
5270
6140
5270
5270
5270
5520
5700
5710
5720
5740
5750
5760
5300
5480
5570
5670
5490
5680
6100
5510
5520
5850
5964
6050
5540
5S60
5980
5560
5570
5930
5580
5930
ÖÖ60
5770
5670
5730
56B0
5760
5690
5740
&140
6590
6820
6342
6500
6920
6560
66B0
6790
6830
6850
7140

, 2320
, 2740
, 2830
, 2880
,3010
,3100
,3160
,2730
, 2930
,3160
,4330
, 4360
,4370
, 42'J("
, 5960

, 6090
, 5970
,5510
, 5540
, 5700
,5710
, 5720
, 5740
, 5750
,5760
, 5320
,5510
, 5660
,6110
,5510
, 5680

, 5520
, 5530
, 5850
, 5966
, 6060
, 5550
, 5860
, 6050
, 5580
, 5630
, 6050
, 5640
, 6050
, 5740

, 5700

, 5700

t5720

,6160
, 6600
, 6850
,6342
, 6500
, 6940
, 6590
, 6720
, 6800
, 6830
, 6860
,7150

, 2740
, 2830
, 2890
, 3060
,3140

, 2730
, 2980
,3180
, 4330
, 4360
,4330
,4380
,6010

, 6090
, 5970
,5510
, 5570
,5700
,5720
,5730
, 5740
, 5760
, 5770
,5330
, 5520
,5660

,5510
, 5690

,5540
, 5560
, 5960
, 5966
, 6070
, 5560
, 5960
, 6060

, 5630

, 5640

, 5750

,5710

, 5700

, 5720

,6580
, 6780

,6344
, 6520

, 6620

, 6800
, 6850

,7160

, 2790
, 2870
, 2980
, 3060
,3140

, 2890
, 3000
, 3200
,4350
, 4390
, 4370
, 4390
,6010

,6140
, 6260
,5510
, 5580
,5700
, 5720
, 5730
,5740
,5760
, 5770

,5540
,5670

, 5580
, 5690

, 5570
, 5600
,5964
, 5980

, 5600
,5968
, 6070

, 5930

,5930

, 5760

, 5720

, 5760

i 5740

, 6590
,6820

,6356
, 6920

, 6650

,6810
, 6850



4000 !
4010 FOR 11=0 TO 3
4020 IF A7(Ii,OX=D0 AND A9CI1+2, DttO THEN 4070
4030 IF A7CI1,1K=DO AND A9CI1+2, 3>#0 THEN 4160
4040 NEXT II
4050 GOTO 4250

X8
W5
W6
S3

S4

ZB

7.3

X.

7140
7150
7160
7170
7172
.7270
7380
7180
7182
7300
7470
7260
7330
7420
7260
7330
7420
8360
8400

,7150
,7170
,7180
,7172
,7172
, 7280
,7460
,7182
, 7220
,7370

, 7280
, 7340
,7430
, 7300
,7350
, 7440
,8370
, 8420

,7160

,7172
,7182
, 7280
, 7470
,7182
, 7290
, 7380

,7280
, 7360
, 7450
, 7300
,7360
, 7450
,8370

,7172
,7190
, 7370

,7182
,7300
, 7460

,7310
, 7400

, 7320
,7410

, 8390



4Ê30 IF U3=l THEN MOVE N/20,7 @ LABEL "change in e
xt. "
4640 COPY
4650 PRINT
4660 PRINT " "
4670 PRINT

LINE«
220
350
370
380
410
460

. 520
610
620
830
1060
1090
1310
1450
1480
1520
*
1640
1670
1Ê80
1740

. 1960
1970
1980
2050
2060
2080
2120
2160
2180
2210
2250
2260
2340
2350
2370
2410
2450
2470
2500
2560
2570

2650
2790
2830
2870
2880
2890
2930
2940
2960
3060
3100
3140
3150
3160
3200
3210
3250
3290
3320
3340
3440
3580

+ '

OCCURS IN LINE
6360
330
360
340
360 i
30
40
60
1080
780
50
1020
1030
1350
5210
1360
6390
1630
1630
1660
1590
1950
1960
1960
2040
2040
2150
2080
2110
20&0
1930
1990
2200
2330
2330
2440
2370
2400
2350
2270
2280
1880
2510
2620
2780
2820
2860
2760
2880
2880
2750
2660
3050
3090
3130
3030
3150
3150
3020
2960
3270
2700
3310
3380
3560

410

,1390 ,2170 ,2460

, 2030
,2220 ,2240

, 232O
,2260 ,2490 ,2500
,2530

,2780 ,2820 ,2860

,2800 ,2840

,3050 ,3090 ,3130

,3070 ,3110 •

, 3390



JJ"IU

5350 PRINT* 1 ; L1,L3
53&0 !
5370 GCLEAR
5380 IF BJ./G2Í4/3 THEN 5430
5390 SCALE 0,61,0,61*3/4
5400 XAXIS 0,1 9 XAXIS S2, 1

w

3610
3620
3740
3770
3780
3820
4030
4040
4070
4160
4250
4460
4540
4590
4690
4980
5110
5J30
5150
5200
5430
5460
6p50
6100
6310
6340
6341
6349
6350
6359
6360
6450
6520
6620
6820
6850
6860
6880
6920
6990
7010
7070
7100
7130
7270
73:80
7290
7300
7310
8390
8400
8420
8430
8510
8530
8620
8640

3570
3540
3720
3730
3700
3660
4150
4240
4020
4030
4050
4550
4460
4530
4610
3470
5100
5100
4930
5150
5380
5420
5930
5530
6260
5230
6356
6344
6341
6352
6349
70
6960
6590
6810
6810
6840
6800
6610
6640
6940
80
90
7100
7280
7270
7270
7290
7290
8380
8380
8380
8390
8490
8500
8600
8610

,3600

, 3760

,4580 ,5130

,4560

,3480 ,3930 ,4270

, 5940
,5550 ,6020

, 7000

, 7300

,8380

,8410
, 8520

,8630



yMu in i!55,64!>/MINCB^,b»4:> >DS THEN SOSO
5940 IF MAXCA7O:),CO,A7(:0,l))>D9 THEN 6050
5950 !
5960 PRINT »incident»;Z4f"i X=";G8;TAB(22)f",";" Y
=";S9
5361 PRINT
5962.PRINT "posit.!";

shape D8
extension D9

6730 PRINT
6740 PRINT "scan No:"?TCO,0);TABC24);"X / Y"
6750 PRINT
6760 !
6770 !
6780 Z6=0
6790 FOR Z7=l TO 25
6800 IF T(Z7,0)=0 AND TCZ7il)=0 THEN 6880
6810 IF SGN(T<Z7,0))=-l THEN 6820 ELSE 6850
6820 Z6=Z6+i
6830 PRINT " not counted : ";T<Z7,0);TAB<26>|"/

incident"5Z7-Z6;"!";TCZ7,0);TABC

"detail"

6840 BOTO 6860
6850 PRINT "
26>;"/";TCZ7,1)
6860 NEXT Z7
687«) !
6880 PRINT
6890 PRINT
6900 PRINT
6910 ASSIBNtt i TO *
6920 1=1+1
6930 !
6940 IF I-J>S3 THEN 7010
69S0 !
6960 GOTO 6520
6970 !
6980 !
6990 OFF ERROR
7000 IF ERRN=66 OR ERRN=67 THEN 7010
7010 CLEAR
7020 DISP "new key :"
7030 KEY LABEL
7040 !
7050 RETURN
7060 !
7070 CLEAR
7080 DISP "CAT";CHR*C34>;".ET";CHR*<34>;"
ONT";
7090 DISP
7100 PAUSE
7110 DISP
7120 DISP "filename: < - >!";
7130 INPUT K*
7140 ASSIGN« 1 TO Ki&'-.ET"
7150 DISP

? - C
different in version

Täiich includes

key # 6 "detail"

7160 READ* 1 Fi,F2
7170 FOR I1=0 TO 21
7180 READ* 1 ; T1CI1)
7190 NEXT II
7200 DISP MDY*CF1>;" ";HMS*c;F2> ; " det."
7210 DISP
7220 DISP "Ll=u¡TU0)¡" L3=";T1 <l> ; " fns"jK*
7230 DISP
7240 DISP "Ni="iTl<:2)j11 N2=" ;T1 C3> ; " Si=
7250 DISP
7260 DISP "DO=11;T1C5);" DÍ==";T1 Í6) ; " D2=";TK
7)
7270 DISP »D3=";T1<:8);" D4="; Tl C9> ; " D5=";T1UO> ; "

7280 DISP "D7=";T1C125;" D8=";T1(13);" D9=";T1C14)
7290 DISP
7300 DISP "status was E2=";TiC15)
7310 DISP "Rl = ";tlC16:>;" R2="; Tl C 17) ; " R3=";TH18)

; ;
7320 DISP "U3=";T1Í2O>;" U4=";T1<21)



6359 PRINT " er r or :"; F1;"PAUSE ! ! !"
63G0 IF W=l THEN 220
6370 !
6380 !
6390 GOTO 1520
6400 !

end of main loop

7330 Q1=T1C16) © Q2=T1C18) @ T(1,1)=T1(2) © TC3,1)
=T1O2)
7340 D3=0 © Q4=0
7350 FOR 11=0 TO 20 STEP 4
7360 READ* 1 ; Ti C U ) ,Ti CI1+1) , Ti CIi+2) , Tl CIi+3)
7370 IF I K 1 2 THEN 03=Q3+T1 C 11+D+T1 CI1+3)
7380 IF Il>=12 THEN Q4=Q4+T1 CI1+D+T1 CI1+3)
7390 NEXT II
7400 DISP "percent, alarms atributed :"
7410 Q3=IP C 03*10000/Q1)/100
7420 IF Q3>1000 THEN Q3=i
7430 G4=IPCQ4*10000/Q2)/100
7440 IF 04>1000 THEN Q4=l

"detail"

7460 GCLEAR
7470 TC1,1)=N1
7480 FOR 11=1 TO MINCT1CO),3)
7490 TC4*Ilf1)=IPCT1C2*IÍ)-~T1C2*I1+1))
7500 TC4*I1+Í, 1)=IPCT1C2*I1)+T1C2*I1+1))
7510 IF TC4*I1,1X=TC4*CI1-1)+1, 1) THEN TC4*I1,1)

7520 IF TC4*I1+1,1XTC4*I1,1) THEN TC4*I1+1,1)=TC4
#11,1)
7530 IF TC4*I1+1,1)>N2 THEN TC4*I1+1,1)=N2
7540 NEXT II
7550 TC3,1)=N1
7560 FOR 11=1 TO MINCT1C12),3)
7570 T<4*Il+2,i)=IPCTlC2*Il+12)-TiC2*Il+13))
7580 TC4*H+3f 1) = IPCT1 C2:t:Il+12)+TH:2:liI 1+13) )
7590 IF TC4*Il+2fl)<=T<4*CIl-l)+3f1) THEN T<4*Il+2

7600 IF TC4*Il+3,l)<T(4*Il+2,1) THEN TC4*Il+3,i)=T
(4*11+2,1)
7610 IF TC4*Il+3, 1)>N2 THEN T<4*Il+3,1)=N2
7620 NEXT II
7630 Vl=l @ V2=0 © V3=MINCTl<:0),3) @ V4=l @ TCI, 1)
=N1
7640 S5=4*V4+2#CN0T VI)
7650 S6=S5+1
7660 S7=TCS6,1)-TCS5,1)
7670 IF TCS6,1)-S7*1.05*V4~CTCS6,1)+S7*1.05*CV3-V4
).)=0 THEN 7920
7680 SCALE TCS6,1)-S7*l.05*V4,TCS6,1)+S7*l.05*CV3-
V4),-2-Vl*12,22-Vl*12
7690 IF V2 THEN 7720
7700 XAXIS 0,2,TCS5,1),TCS6,1)
7710 YAXIS TCB5,l),l,O,10
7720 PENUP
7730 FOR Il=T<:B5-3, 1)+1 TO T<S5,1)-1
7740 READ# 1 ; V7
7750 NEXT II
7760 FOR Il--T<S5,iï TO TCS6,1)
7770 P:EAD# 1 ; V7
7780 PLOT I1,V7
7790 IF NOT V2 AND ABSCI1-CTCS5, D+TCS6,1) )/2)<l T
HEN LABEL "a"
7e00 NEXT II
7810 IF V4-V3THEN V4=V4+1 ELSE 7830 •
7820 BOTO 7640
7B30 IF VI THEN 7B30 '
7840 IF V2 THEN 7920
7850 READtt 1 ; V7
7860 T C1,1)~T C4*V4+3,1)+N1-N2
7870 V2=l © Vl=l © V3=MINC3,T1CO)) @ V4=l
7880 GOTO 7640
7890 T C 3, 1 ) =1 C 4*V4+1, 1 ) +N1 --N2



5980
G990 OFF ERROR
7000 IF ERRN=66 OR ERRN=67 THEN 7010
7010 CLEAR
7020 DISP "new key :"
7030 KEY LABEL
7040.!

\s

* * * * * *
FNM tiewegt den stepping motor um Z Schritte

-4000,12288+Z

7900 V1=O @ V3=MINC3,T1<12)) @ V4=l
7910 GOTO 7640
7920 SCALE 0,256,0,192
7930 MOVE 20,0
7940 LABEL K*
7950 MOVE 220,180
7960 LABEL "eye 1"
7970 MOVE 220,86
7980 LABEL "eye 2"
7990 MOVE 220,0
8000 LABEL "Cont."
8010 PAUSE
8020 DISP "new key"
8030 KEY LABEL
8040 ASSIGN» 1 TO *
8050 RETURN
8060 !
8070 !
8080 ! ******
8090 ! FNA konvertiert die eingel esener» ADC- We-rte
-> Volt

8100 !
8110 DEF FNACX) = CX+32768-2048*<SGN<X+30720.5)+l)
)*.005
8120 !
8130 !
8140 !
8150 !
8160 DEF FNMCZ)
8200 IF Z<0 THEN Z=2048+ABS<Z>
8210 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1
8220 OUTPUT 9 USING "#,W"
8230 FNM=1
8240 FN END
8250 DEF FNN<Z)
8251 IF Z<0 THEN Z=2048-Z
8252 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1
8253 OUTPUT 9 USING "ttfW" ; -4000,24576+Z
8254 FNN=1
8255 FN END
8260 !
8270 ! ******
8280 ! FNSU> liest Wert vom scanner -Kanal
8290 !
8300 DEF FNSCn
8310 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63,10,1
8320 OUTPUT 9 USING "#,W"
8330 CONTROL 9,4 ; 255
8340 OUTPUT 9 USINB "#,W" ;
8350 CONTROL 9,4 ; 63
8360 ENTER 9 USING "ttfW11 ; X
8370 X=FNACX)
8380 ON 1+1 GOTO 8390,8400,8390,8420
8390 FNS-X Ê GOTO 8430
8400 FN5=145*X
8410 GOTO £3430
8420 FNS=135*X
8430 FN END
8440 !
8450 ! ******
84&0 ! FNP setzt die Hochspannungen der Diodel C 0
... 520 V )

8470 !
8480 DEF FNPUV)
8490 IF V>580 THEN 8510
8Ï5OO IF V#0 THEN 8530

"detail"

-4064,1,-3920

4096



SilO DEF FNACX) = CX+3276B-¿:o4S*tSBN(.X+3O720. 5.) +1 )
)*.005
8120 !
8130 i ******
8140 ! FNM bewegt den stepping motor um Z Schritte
8150 !
81G0 DEF FNMCZ)
8200 IF 2<0 THEN 7.=2048+AB3<:Z'.)
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